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Abstract
This research is a qualitative case study on the use of an online pre-briefing module in an
established healthcare simulation Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) in a Canadian health
authority. In-person pre-briefing of learners before they begin simulation training has been
shown to improve the learners’ engagement and increase learner psychological safety in
healthcare simulation training. Although there is evolving research supporting simulation prebriefing practices and frameworks, the benefits of online learning environments for pre-briefings
are not understood. Using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as a theoretical framework,
my research provided an online pre-briefing for NRP learners, seeking to understand their
perception of the applied eLearning design and their sense of psychological safety in the
subsequent in-person training day. Recognizing limited sample size, findings reveal numerous
potential benefits of an online pre-briefing on learner engagement and preparation for simulation.
Recommendations include the further examination of this online simulation teaching practice.
Keywords: simulation, pre-briefing, blended learning, psychological safety, healthcare,
neonatal resuscitation program, NRP,
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Chapter One: Study Background
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to describe the evolving field of healthcare
simulation training while explaining the current use of technologies and pedagogical practices in
that field of training. The role of learning theory, psychological safety and pre-briefings in
simulation training will be explored to deepen your understanding of those concepts and their
place in the pedagogical and facilitative approaches to Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP)
simulation training. I will introduce the background and organizational context for the research
and connect the current blended learning simulation training design and delivery as drivers for
the research study. I will introduce the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as the Theoretical
Framework for this study and describe the key components of the model, explaining how it
benefits my research when used as a lens to understand learner adoption of an online pre-briefing
(OPB) module. Finally, I will define key terms used within this paper and describe both the
limitations and delimitations of the research study.
The Evolution of Healthcare Simulation
The use of simulated education practices in the field of healthcare has increased
dramatically since the year 2000 and, as an acute healthcare practitioner in British Columbia
(B.C.), I had been exposed to some form of simulation training regularly in my workplace. Many
healthcare practitioner training courses now use some form of simulation to develop hands-on
skills, communication, and teamwork capabilities of their learners. Levine, DeMaria Jr.,
Schwartz, and Sim (2013) maintained that simulation in healthcare care has evolved to become
best practice. The increased use of simulation practice for teaching and learning healthcare skills
is a shift from the previous apprenticeship model of learning in healthcare. According to
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Zigmont, Kappus, and Sudikoff (2011), this shift was provoked by unsustainable practices such
as prolonged learner orientation, long work hours and focused work on improving patient safety.
Demands to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of healthcare simulation training programs
will continue as instructors try to incorporate new practices and technologies into their training.
Healthcare simulation continues to evolve in two distinct ways. First, the rapid evolution
of technology is driving increased availability of expensive simulation training equipment
(Norman Dore, & Grierson, 2012; Issenberg, McGaghie, Petrusa, Gordon, & Scalese, 2005).
Instructors may be tempted to rely on the fidelity of this new equipment to improve the
simulation learning experience. Mannequins that move, turn color, make realistic sounds, and
respond with changes in perceived breathing and heart rate are examples of expensive and highfidelity simulation training equipment. Although there is evidence to support strong learner
response toward high-fidelity simulation training mannequins (Pilchur & Bedford, 2011), highfidelity simulation training equipment does not always result in superior learning outcomes when
compared to training with lower fidelity equipment (Norman et al., 2012; Lin, Cheng, Hecker,
Grant, & Currie, 2018). Lin et al., (2018) supported rigorous simulation program economic
evaluations to determine whether gains in learning outcomes and/or quality of patient safety
justify the training program costs. Simulation programs must demonstrate effectiveness and
positive changes in clinician practice (Zigmont et al., 2011) and should be guided to an
understanding of when and how to use specific educational interventions (Lin et al., 2018).
The second way healthcare simulation is evolving is via an equally rapid expansion in the
comprehension of pedagogical principles and learning theory utilized in simulation training
(Pasquale, 2013). An example of this is demonstrated by the continuously evolving study of
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optimal facilitation in the simulation debriefing phase (Brett-Fleegler et al., 2012). Pasquale
(2013) argued that an exploration of pedagogy in simulation learning would support the need for
improved clinician education while also improving the quality of patient care. Until research
evidence exists to support the use of high-cost and high-fidelity equipment over lower cost
options, simulation instructors need to focus on the fundamental role that learning theory and
pedagogical approaches play in advancing simulation practice. My research sought to explore the
use of an educational technology approach on improving simulation pre-briefing. I wished to
examine the resulting learner experience of the simulation training when shifting a phase of
simulation learning online.
Pedagogy and Learning Theory in Healthcare Simulation Learning Environments
Fraser Health authority (FH) Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) instructors support
knowledge transfer, as well as the development of higher-order thinking skills. The construction
of course learning design is vital to support learning and subsequently create improved patient
outcomes. Pasquale (2015) proposed that simulation training uses both hands-on experience in a
safe environment and guided reflection; both key components of experiential adult learning.
Furthermore, Rowe, Frantz and Bozalek (2012) maintained that reflective practice with
colleagues can enhance problem-solving skills while challenging existing mental models.
Pasquale (2015) linked this reflection to learners self-identifying disparities between their
existing and desired performance. Online access to simulation course resources allows learners
the opportunity to familiarize themselves with their learning objectives, formative assessment
tools, and simulation environment while encouraging reflection and discussion of these training
components prior to their in-person skills and simulation training day. It is critical to design and
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create safe spaces to allow learners to share their thoughts and reflect openly to maximize the
benefits of the training experience. The necessary pedagogical underpinnings of simulation
learning design will be explored further in the literature review section.
The Role of Psychological Safety and Pre-briefing in Simulation Training
The role of learner psychological safety in healthcare simulation training can often be
underprioritized. In my rush to ensure that learners had the necessary hands-on skills to
physically resuscitate an infant, when I taught NRP classes I was sometimes tempted to neglect
situating learners in an atmosphere where they felt safe to make mistakes. Edmonson (2004)
suggested that psychological safety could support team members to relax and feel safe to take
risks, which are behaviors that facilitate creativity and innovation. Methods of supporting a
learner’s sense of psychological safety can be carefully crafted into a simulation course and
become an established feature of the training experience. Setting the expectation for a safe
learning “container” in simulation training must stem from organizational culture, be
emboldened by leader behavior, and be supported in team interactions (Edmonson, 2004). FH
NRP courses require course design and instructor actions that optimize learning-oriented
behaviors and create learner engagement.
Simulation course design must allow for the creation of a safe environment that is
conducive to effective learning while NRP instructors must also recognize and support this
important component of simulation training. In their work, Rudolph, Raemer, and Simon (2014)
recognized the psychological learning needs for experiential learning to occur, noting that
psychological safety is foundational to learning-orientated behaviors like asking questions,
sharing thoughts, and requesting help. Creating a safe space for learning supports resilience
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during potentially stressful training tasks (Rudolph et al., 2014) which may further support
behaviors conducive to learning development as a result of increased learner engagement in
course activities. The intensity of simulation training environments accentuates the need for solid
psychological safety development, and we, as instructors, must insist on dedicated class time to
create this safe container for learning.
Setting learners up for psychological safety can be achieved before simulation begins, in
the pre-briefing component of the course. After performing a concept analysis of pre-briefing in
simulation, Chamberlain (2015) offered that pre-briefing is designed by the educator and
delivered before hands-on simulation scenarios begin. Further, this simulation component
includes activities designed to orientate and engage learners to improve their participation,
satisfaction, and the overall effectiveness of the simulation experience. Rudolph et al. (2014)
proposed that pre-briefing sets the atmosphere for all learning to follow and the authors
expanded on organizational behavior work to note that clear expectation-setting enhances
participatory learning. Pre-briefing prepares the learners for enhanced self-efficacy through
respect and connection to others in both the class and larger simulation learning communities
(Zigmont, et al., 2011). The pre-briefing phase itself is becoming a more comprehensively
studied component of the simulation teaching and learning process.
Some authors have begun to separate components of pre-briefing chronologically.
Tyerman et al. (2016) began to separate out the preparatory activities required in simulation
training from the facilitated pre-briefing activities. Their work describes a pre-briefing
preparation as inclusive of content review, readings, quizzes, and review of evaluation rubrics,
while they describe a pre-briefing as the interaction between the facilitator and learner just prior
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to the simulation activity. This is an example of the evolving evidence surrounding the
simulation pre-briefing stage as this training stage is under review to determine optimal timing
and content to best support learning outcomes and patient care. For the purposes of this research,
I will refer to the OPB module utilized in this study as a pre-briefing because it contains potential
learner and facilitator interactions, albeit online. Simulation courses should approach the prebriefing stage in similar, consistent ways, based on multi-contextual evidence-based practice, to
increase learner engagement and ability for professional skill development.
Blended Learning
FH NRP courses use a type of blended learning approach to support healthcare
practitioner training. Blended learning is described by Graham and Dziuban (2007) as being, at
the most basic level, a merging of conventional face-to-face learning and a distributed (or
technology-facilitated) learning. Blended learning is typically chosen by institutions because of
its cost-effectiveness and increased learner access to course information. Research evidence also
supports improved learning effectiveness with blended models (Graham, 2004), including the
possibility of enhanced learner creation of meaning through discourse, challenging current
mental models, and developing metacognition (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004). The current model of
NRP blended learning does not leverage online learning to maximize the benefits of simulation
pre-briefing and support of meaningful learner discussion prior to the in-person training classes.
My research provided an online pre-briefing for the FH NRP simulation-training program
and included optional discussion forums for learners to reflect on the resources. Garrison and
Kanuka (2004) argued that using online learning approaches could support collaboration,
flexibility, learner reflection, interpersonal skills development and motivation, while resulting in
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improved learner understanding and inquiry into the subject. The authors also argued that true
blended learning approaches do not simply increase learner access to resources and should
incorporate some redesign of teaching and learning relationships. The combination of extending
the pre-briefing online and the addition of discussion forums was key to my support of the NRP
blended learning strategy. The intention was to leverage the flexibility of online learning and the
power of online professional communities of reflection and discourse.
Current Practice in Fraser Health Authority Neonatal Simulation Training
In this section, I describe the current context of NRP simulation training within the FH
including; the requirements to maintain employment, the series of training components in the
NRP course, and the key issues that resulted in my research study.
Healthcare practitioners in the FH who work with newborn infants must successfully
complete simulation training to demonstrate their infant resuscitation skills every two years
(Canadian Pediatric Society, 2019d). Physicians, midwives, respiratory therapists and registered
nurses train together in teams selected by instructors on the in-person training day. Participants in
any given class may not have met any of the other learners prior to the in-person training day as
they may work at different hospitals. FH NRP training course design uses a blended learning
approach with textbook self-study, an online exam, and an in-person skills training day. The inperson training day combines hands-on skills competency training and simulation scenario
training. The hands-on skills, simulation scenarios and debriefing portions of NRP training
dominate the allotted eight-hour time frame for the course as learners need considerable practice
due to the infrequent nature of infant resuscitation events. This need further reduces the time
allotted to the pre-briefing phase of the simulation training day.
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One of my primary concerns as an instructor in healthcare simulation training was my
ability to create a safe learning space where students could challenge their knowledge and ability.
FH NRP course instructors are enabled to create a safe space for learning in a couple of ways.
First, learners are asked to sign confidentiality agreements which ensure that observations of peer
performance during the training day are not communicated outside the training environment. The
confidentiality document and the review of its purpose of creating learner and facilitator trust and
rapport are evidence-based practices that support learner psychological safety and increase
learner engagement in the course training (Ades & Lee, 2011; Zigmont et al., 2011). Second,
learners are orientated to the requirements for success in the in-person training day and NRP
instructors attend to the logistical details of the training day.
After instructing NRP classes at numerous hospitals, I felt that FH NRP learner prebriefing practices could be more comprehensive. Given other existing evidence, (Ades & Lee,
2016; Chamberlain, 2015; INACSL, 2016c) current FH NRP training may not include all the
simulation pre-briefing components necessary to encourage learner engagement and support
learning-oriented behavior. This was likely due to a combination of inconsistency in instruction
and lack of time. Current FH NRP training employs instructors from numerous hospital sites,
professional backgrounds, and experience levels. There is an agenda for facilitating the NRP
course; however, actual instruction varies course to course depending upon instructor preference,
site culture and other training day factors. A consistent approach should be taken in pre-briefing
practices, regardless of NRP instructor experience or preference, in order to support optimal
learning behaviors in the training environment. The eight-hour NRP in-person training timeframe
does not allow instructors to focus on delivering a thorough pre-briefing. It is the combination of
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inconsistencies and the constraints on time that led to my research study on the delivery of an
online pre-briefing for FH NRP simulation training.
Research Questions
My research intent was to explore learners’ perceptions of using an online simulation prebriefing to support NRP training in our organization. The idea supported the exploration of using
a low-cost educational technology informed by pedagogical practices to provide a pre-briefing
capable of supporting the development of NRP learner psychological safety and encouraging
learner-oriented behaviors. I examined learners’ perceived benefits of the online pre-briefing,
asking what they thought about the OPB module; specifically, how its design might be improved
and how effective it was at affecting their sense of psychological safety in the subsequent inperson training day.
Main research question.
The overarching research question for my research proposal was: What are the learners’
perceptions of using an online pre-briefing for healthcare simulation to establish psychological
safety in the training environment?
Research sub-questions.
Sub-questions for my research include the following: What learning design
considerations are required in an online healthcare simulation pre-briefing in order for learners to
engage with the resources? What are the learners’ post-simulation perceptions of the
effectiveness of the online pre-briefing to support a sense of psychological safety in the in-person
training day?
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Theoretical Framework
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was chosen as the Theoretical Framework for
this research. In the TAM, Davis (1989) proposes a social-psychology model which looks at the
situational and contextual reasons for behavior specific to computer-usage. The TAM upholds
that both the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness of a technology will affect the
way it is adopted by an individual. The model was used to design the research and interview
questions and then served as a lens through which I understood the research participants adoption
of the online pre-briefing module. Using a case study with the TAM as its theoretical framework
allowed me to analyze both the perspectives of participants and the phenomenon of using
technology while having a foundational understanding for primary behavior toward that
technology.
Definition of Key Terms and Acronyms
Blended Learning:
A combination of online and face to face instruction. (Graham, 2004). Specifically, in this
research, blended learning design occurs at the course level; with distributed textbook study,
online resources with asynchronous discussion forums, online exam, and face to face skills
training. This model blends elements of space, time, humanness, and fidelity (Graham, 2004).
Healthcare Simulation:
A technique (and the application of the technique) that creates a situation or environment
to allow persons to experience a representation of a real health care event for the purpose of
practice, learning, evaluation, testing, or to gain understanding of systems or human actions
(Lopreiato, 2016).
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Neonatal:
Of, relating to, or affecting the newborn and especially the human infant during the first
month after birth. (Merriam-Webster, 2019)
Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP):
An educational program administered by the Canadian Paediatric Society that introduces
the concepts and skills of neonatal resuscitation. In Canada, NRP is intended to teach individuals
and/or teams who may be required to resuscitate newborn babies. NRP course content is
evidence-based and is delivered across Canada in both English and French (Canadian Pediatric
Society, 2019a).
Psychological Safety:
A feeling (explicit or implicit) within a simulation-based activity that participants are
comfortable participating, speaking up, sharing thoughts, and asking for help as needed without
concern for retribution or embarrassment (Lopreiato, 2016). The perception of members of the
team that the team is safe for risk-taking, and mistakes will be considered learning opportunities
rather than resulting in embarrassment or punitive consequences (Edmondson, 1999)
Emotional Trauma:
For the purposes of this paper, emotional trauma will be defined as an overwhelming
effect that occurs as a result of a certain event or stimulus that has subsequently created an
inability of an individual to cope emotionally (Perrotta, 2018)
Self-efficacy:
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Self-efficacy describes an individual’s belief in their own ability to perform a specific
task. Having high amounts of self-efficacy infers a positive end result – that you can achieve the
goal you set. (Zulkosky, 2009)
Limitations and Delimitations
Limitations
There were several conditions that fell outside of the locus of my control as a researcher
in this study. I recognized that:
•

Time constraints were imposed due to necessity of completion of research in time
to graduate for my master’s program (Unfunded study with a four-month, timeline
for data collection).

•

Participant involvement in the online pre-briefing was voluntary.

•

The data in this study is only reflective of NRP classes held within the FH, and in
the province of B.C.

•

The COVID-19 pandemic limited my ability to complete member–checking for
validity of data with all research participants since all non-essential research
activities in FH were halted on March 18, 2020.

•

Due to insufficient participant numbers to reach sample size, invitations were
extended through March 2020 and yet still fell short of the target sample size of at
least ten participants.

•

FH had constraints on the online platforms that could be used to deliver the online
pre-briefing module to the participants. I was required to use the Moodle LMS in
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LearningHub, a platform that has approval from the FH Privacy and Security
teams.
•

There was risk that participants would censor their feedback regarding the OPB
module if they knew that the interviewer also designed the module.

Delimitations
Delimitations are any boundaries that I imposed upon the research study in order to
narrow the focus and are described as factors and variables that were intentionally left out of the
research (Ellis & Levy, 2009). The participants involved in this study are from a select portion of
the NRP training courses offered by the FH. Courses were chosen if they fell within a timeline
that was supportive for completion of thesis research. I chose to make adjustments to only the
pre-briefing component of the NRP skills training day, offering resources online for learner
review and reflection ahead of the in-person training day where they would typically be handed
out for review. No other component of FH NRP training was altered, including the textbook
learning, online exam, and in-person training day facilitated by FH staff.
Summary
Simulation training has evolved to become a vital component of healthcare training and
simulation programs have access to ample research evidence to support best practices. There is
an emergent understanding of the importance of pre-briefing in simulation training and the vital
need for learning design to support a psychologically safe learning environment; however, there
is a lack of research on the delivery of simulation pre-briefing online and the capability of
supporting psychological safety through that medium in this context. The next chapter aims to
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explain psychological safety and learning design are key drivers of simulation training programs
that are supportive of positive learning outcomes.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
This chapter will begin with a thorough review of the Theoretical Framework used to
frame my research questions and serve as a lens to interpret the findings in the data. Next, I will
describe the basic components required in NRP simulation training according to research
evidence and industry standards. The pre-briefing phase with its potential impacts on learning
outcomes and psychological safety are highlighted as this is the key phase of simulation training
involved this research study. Instructor training processes are then described in detail followed
by my reflections on how educational technologies could be more meticulously incorporated into
healthcare simulation training practices in the form of blended learning approaches. Finally, I
review pedagogical design for healthcare simulation training and reveal current FH NRP
program structure and instructor training process.
Theoretical Framework
This research was viewed through the lens of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
as a theoretical framework. TAM is based on a theory that Davis (1985) proposed in his Doctoral
Dissertation at MIT in 1985. TAM leveraged and adapted Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA), a social psychology model that considers determining factors affecting
an individual’s conscious behavior, such as attitudes, beliefs and subjective norms for the
behavior. TAM was intended to be more specific than the TRA model, as it was to be applied to
computer usage behavior (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). According to Davis (1985), in the
TAM, a “potential user's overall attitude toward using a given system is hypothesized to be a
major determinant of whether or not he actually uses it” (p. 24). Davis’ (1985) model proposed
that one’s attitude regarding a technology was affected by both their perception of the usefulness
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of the technology (e.g. how it would affect their job performance) and how easy it was to use
(e.g. how much physical and mental effort would be required when using it) which then, in turn,
affects attitudes and behavioral intentions toward the system. These factors all impact endsystem utilization or technology adoption (Figure 1). Davis’ arguments were underlined by
Fishbein’s model, as it explained how external characteristics of the behavioral target affected
intention, belief, and motivation to comply in the user (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).

Figure 1. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). From “User acceptance of computer
technology: a comparison of two theoretical models” by F.D. Davis, R.P. Bagozzi, & P.R.
Warshaw, 1989, Management Science, 35, p.982. Copyright 1989 by The Institute for Operations
Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS). Reprinted with permission.

In the TAM, Davis (1989) proposed that users will ask themselves key questions when
deciding to adopt a new information technology including: Would this technology enhance my
performance? Is this technology going to result in an advantage for me in my work? Will the
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technology be free of effort or difficult to use? Is using the technology easier than the
alternative? Does this technology require less mental effort than the existing process? Since
individual effort is a finite resource, Davis (1989) noted that there would be no amount of
implementation design that would support success if the technology was not effective for the
task.
The TAM has been a widely adopted model for understanding acceptance of technology,
appearing in a variety of forms, and extended in different ways. Some critics believe the TAM
cannot explain all behaviors or decisions made across a spectrum of technologies, adoption
scenarios or difficulties in decision-making (Bagozzi, 2008). Some also say TAM has inadequate
predictive power of the potential success or failure of the technology implementation.
Nevertheless, the foundational model itself remains well supported, as noted by Guner and
Acarturk (2020):
The relationship between perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use with acceptance
of technology has been supported by follow-up studies with various revisions and
extensions, such as TAM2, TAM3 and UTAUT— unified theory of technology
acceptance model.
In these extended models of the TAM other external factors are proposed to have impact
on the acceptance of technology; however, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use,
persist as primary influencing factors affecting technology adoption and use. For this reason, I
utilized the foundational TAM model with the main components of perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness as a theoretical framework for my research as I introduced an online prebriefing component to the existing blended structure of the FH’s NRP training course. External
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factors that can influence perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use can be dynamic and
contextual; for example, anxiety, culture, facilitating conditions, self-efficacy, device costs, and
so forth, making it important to consider and document such external factors in my research.
The TAM framed a basic understanding of how learners came to adopt an online
simulation pre-briefing and guided my inquiry into optimal design of the OPB module to
maximize participant engagement with the resources. Throughout the research, I looked for
instances where learners described hesitancy to interact with the online pre-briefing and asked
questions to determine underlying reasons for those behaviors to inform future iterations of prebriefing design. I listened for learners’ beliefs regarding their perceived value in the outcome of
completing the OPB module, as Davis (1989) explained that both outcome belief and selfefficacy were necessary considerations in predicting behavior toward technology. Through the
lens of the TAM, I asked participants to reflect on the key considerations of design required for
them to engage with the online pre-briefing module, listening for indications of how they
perceived the technology as being easy to use or useful in their training.
Healthcare Simulation Training
Simulation Training Components
Simulation training in healthcare has received significant attention and research, which
was evident when doing a literature search for guiding frameworks. The literature exhibited a
range of definitions and requirements for simulation training components. In searching for
international practice recommendations, the standards developed by the International Nurses
Association for Clinical Simulation in Nursing (INACSL) (2016a, 2016b, 2016c) are rigorous
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and were developed through peer-reviewed research. INACSL (2016c) supported three
components to simulation training: Pre-briefing, scenario development, and debriefing. Tyerman,
Luctkar-Flude, Graham, Coffey, and Olsen-Lynch (2016) described three main dimensions of the
simulation experience as being preparation, participation, and debriefing, while Keskitalo (2015)
reported six phases of simulation learning: pre-activities, introduction, simulation and scenario
briefing, scenarios, debriefing, and post-activities. It is somewhat confusing to have numerous
simulation frames, and this is an area for consideration in the field. This inconsistency could be
addressed in future healthcare simulation work through regulatory bodies (where applicable) and
simulation committees developing standardized language around training phases. For the
purposes of this study, I followed INACSL’s guidelines, using three phases of simulation with a
focus on the pre-briefing phase.
Simulation Training Best Practices
As with many healthcare processes, there are resources and standards of practice for
training healthcare professionals using simulation training in general (Chamberlain, 2015).
INACSL provides practice standards on their website, providing downloadable documents on
simulation design, objectives and outcomes, facilitation, debriefing, participant evaluation,
professional integrity, simulation enhanced interprofessional education, and enhanced operations
(INACSL, 2019). INACSL (2016c) recognized the importance of utilizing optimal facilitation
strategies and argued that there are potential consequences to not following best practice when
facilitating healthcare training courses. The authors reasoned that those consequences can
include reduced learner engagement in simulation and fewer opportunities for learners to
demonstrate intended outcomes or skills (INACSL, 2019c) with additional risk of reduced
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psychological risk-taking within the conduct and debriefing of simulation scenarios resulting in
decreased learning opportunities.
Literature contained significant evidence to support both the development of strong
simulation debriefing strategies (Cheng, Morse, Rudolph, Arab, Runnacles & Eppich, 2016;
Eppich & Cheng, 2015; Forneris et al., 2015) and simulation scenario design strategies (Reedy,
2015; Benishek, Lazzara, Gaught, Arcan, Okuda & Salas, 2015; Issenberg, McGaghie, Pertusa,
Gordon & Scalese, 2005). In contrast, while recognizing this abundance of research,
Chamberlain (2015) argued that there was minimal evidence in simulation literature to support
pre-briefing best practices, and subsequently performed a concept analysis to clearly define the
pre-briefing phase. Chamberlain (2015) discovered many inconsistencies in pre-briefing
practices as well as terminology. Bye (2011) supported the further development of pre-briefing
research, arguing that designing a comprehensive introduction to simulation training enhanced
learner satisfaction, participation, and learning. Elfrink, Nininger, Rohig, and Lee’s (2009) work
revealed student belief that the pre-planning phase of simulation was the most helpful, ranking it
above debriefing. The persistent evidence supporting positive outcomes of simulation prebriefing and need for further research of this phase of simulation training motivated my research.
Current Best Practices in Healthcare Simulation Pre-briefing
In my review of relevant literature, pre-briefing was inconsistently defined and prioritized
in simulation training program descriptions. Chamberlain (2015) and Tyerman et al. (2016)
expressed a need for further examination and evaluation of the simulation training pre-briefing
phase and its contents. Chamberlain (2015) offered that pre-briefing includes the two key
components of orientation and learner engagement; arguing that it is vital for simulation
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facilitators to understand the importance of this phase of simulation training and the pedagogical
reasoning behind its use. Zigmont, et al. (2011) argued that specific pre-briefing components
were required in order to create trust and rapport with learners while gaining their respect and
support for the training day. In review of current pre-briefing strategies, I found foundational
evidence to support the critical components of this phase in simulation training. Figure 2
(Appendix A) displays listings of recommended pre-briefing components from various sources
which were considered as I built an OPB module.
Facilitators of NRP
In the context of assessing NRP simulation facilitators and their ability to support a
comprehensive pre-briefing in simulation training, there is no current, accepted framework.
Elfrink et al. (2009) argued the importance of formative evaluation to support the redesign of
instruction according to learner needs. Brett-Fleegler et al. (2012) created and assessed the
Debriefing Assessment for Simulation in Healthcare (DASH) tool, as a formative, evaluation tool
for simulation debriefing. It is interesting that numerous components of the DASH framework
intersect with components of simulation training that other authors believe should occur in the
pre-briefing phase. For instance, establishing an engaging learning environment by clarifying
course objectives, confidentiality, roles and expectations, establishing a fiction contract with
participants, attending to logistical details, conveying a commitment to respecting learners, and
demonstrating concern for their psychological safety are all validated components of the DASH
tool that also fall in other authors’ descriptions of pre-briefing components (Figure 2, Appendix
A). While not a framework for formative assessment, Issenberg et al.’s (2005) review of features
and uses of high-fidelity medical simulations discovered some key components of simulation
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practice that lead to effective learning. These features included: how and when to provide
feedback as an instructor, the type of learning practice that supports scaffolding of skills,
environmental control for learning through mistakes, individualized learning, and the use of a
variety of learning strategies (Issenberg et al., 2005). Combining a strong pre-briefing
framework, an optimal approach to facilitating simulation that prioritizes the creation of a safe
learning environment, and a facilitator assessment that captures the pre-briefing phase will
support the continuum of psychological safety in NRP.
Benefits of Pre-briefing in Healthcare Simulation
All healthcare simulations typically include some form of preparation for the training, but
not all facilitators may realize the benefits of leveraging this preparatory phase for improved
learning. Numerous authors supported the benefits of simulation pre-briefing (Rudolph, Raemer,
& Simon, 2014; INACSL, 2016b; Chamberlain, 2015). Reported benefits of a thorough prebriefing include: increased risk-taking as necessary for learner engagement (Rudolph et al.,
2014), reduced learner anxiety (Gantt, 2013), increased learner participation and satisfaction
(Bye, 2011), the creation of a safe and non-threatening learning environment, and the
opportunity for educators to develop teamwork competencies (Chamberlain, 2015). Edmonson
(1999) goes deeper into the benefits of simulation pre-briefing by connecting it to pedagogy,
offering that pre-briefing components increase learner-oriented behaviors such as “seeking
feedback, sharing information, asking for help, talking about errors, and experimenting” (p. 351).
Existing research evidence was consistent in reporting the benefit resulting from using a
comprehensive pre-briefing phase; however, the topic requires more thorough examination.
There is minimal evidence to support optimal timing of pre-briefing before simulation training,
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nor is there substantial research exploring the use of educational technologies (including online
learning methods) to help facilitate pre-briefing delivery. Further examination of the design and
utilization of simulation pre-briefing is warranted by the benefits mentioned in the early, existing
research.
Pre-briefing Activities
There are components of simulation pre-briefing that are recognized in current literature
as being supportive in learner preparation for learning in healthcare training environments. Leigh
and Steuben (2018) set some essential pre-briefing activities required to set learners up for
success as guided by Chamberlain (2015) and McDermot (2016). These activities are learner
orientation, setting the tone, explaining the purpose of simulation-based learning, creating a
psychologically safe learning environment, establishing a fiction contract, maintaining
confidentiality and respect for peer learning, and reviewing logistics for the day. These elements
were used as foundational components when I designed the OPB module for my study.
Psychological Safety in Healthcare Simulation Training
Definition of Psychological Safety
There are numerous authors that referenced the need for a psychologically safe
environment in simulation training (Rudolph et al., 2014; Turner & Harder, 2018). Before
understanding the role that psychological safety plays in simulation training, it is necessary to
explore definitions of the term. Edmondson and Mogelof (2006) used a description of
psychological safety as a belief that when one conveys their thoughts, asks questions, proposes
ideas or asks for feedback, that others will respond to them positively. This kind of learning
environment “can allow team members to relax their guard and engage openly in the behaviors
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that underlie learning and innovation” (Edmondson & Mogelof, 2006, p. 2). One of the behaviors
that manifests when we feel safe in a learning environment is risk-taking. Rudolph et al. (2014)
reinforced that risk-taking in the process of learning allows a learner to push themselves to the
edges of their knowledge where an instructor can support their movement to the next level of
understanding.
Design for Psychological Safety in Healthcare Simulation Training
Simulation environments that support psychological safety are designed to create as open
and safe a learning space as possible for participants. Edmondson (2004) argued that specific
learning-oriented behaviors can improve when teams exhibit psychological safety: help-seeking,
feedback-seeking, speaking up about errors and concerns, innovative behavior and moving
beyond team boundaries are some key behaviors that the author listed as improving within safe
environments. Edmondson and Mogelof (2006) argued that teams without psychological safety
may behave fearfully, have concern for rejection, and not exhibit innovative traits; whereas, a
safe learning environment allows learners to be less guarded, anxious or defensive, while more
open to feedback. Healthcare teams require the opportunity to speak freely and openly in their
practice to improve patient care. Simulation training provides the forum to practice and model
these behaviors, but only if learning environments are designed for openness and non-judgement.
Given the complex context of teaching a variety of healthcare professionals at various
stages of their career, NRP simulation instructors must take the opportunity to create safe training
environments. In their concept analysis, Turner and Harder (2018) outlined the three key
attributes of psychologically safe healthcare simulation environments as allowing mistakes
without consequences, qualities of the facilitator, and allowing orientation activities. Research
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evidence shows that, when simulation facilitators establish a safe container for simulation
learning, more effective learning can take place (Rudolph et al., 2014; Edmonson, 2004). FH
NRP requires physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists, and midwives to train in groups
randomized by course date selected by the learner. Despite the comprehensive resources
regarding psychological safety in simulation training, there appears to be a need for more
examination of the effects of professional hierarchies or experience levels between healthcare
learners in these training contexts.
Best Practices in Establishing Psychological Safety in Healthcare Simulation Training
There are numerous offerings of activities that can be called current best practices to
create psychological safety in simulation training. Activities associated with Rudolph et al.’s
(2014) work are:
•

Focusing learner’s attention by attending to any logistical details of the training
day and environment.

•

Establishing a fiction contract to acknowledge the limited realism of the
simulation environment and thereby supporting the learners in suspension of
disbelief.

•

Declaring and enacting a commitment to psychological safety through the
validation of learner thinking while keeping a positive tone.

•

Setting clear boundaries, expectations, and goals while being open to
development of new mental models; building trust through clarity.

35
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According to Muckler (2017), many of the steps to creating psychological safety also
help learners to suspend their disbelief of the reduced realism in simulation training, resulting in
an improved learning experience.
A Healthcare Simulation Pre-Briefing Model
In order to arrange the considerable number of simulation pre-briefing concepts found in
my literature review for this research, I created a model representing the foundational
components of a pre-briefing, demonstrating their supportive effects on key learner behaviors
and the potential outcomes of those behaviors. Figure 3 shows my model for the simulation prebriefing cascade of effects.

Figure 3. Simulation Pre-briefing Cascade of Effects.
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These components, resulting behaviors and potential outcomes lead to the goals of simulation
training: improved quality of patient care and improved learning outcomes. This model
highlights the importance of the simulation pre-briefing phase as is reflected in the recent wave
of research focused on this stage of healthcare simulation training.
Educational Technologies in Healthcare Learning Environments
Learning with technology in healthcare environments is necessary for ongoing continuing
education requirements. FH employees must complete annual online training certifications to
ensure their continued qualification for employment. Rowe, Frantz, and Bozalek’s (2012)
systematic review of blended learning strategies in clinical education noted evidence of
improved clinical competencies, including improved reflective skills, clinical reasoning, and a
connecting of theory and practice. There is substantial evidence-based knowledge to inform
methods of incorporating educational technology into simulation learning programs. Pilcher and
Bradley (2013) argued for the use of constructivist healthcare education strategies so that
learners interact with content and then apply it in real-world settings. The authors also cite best
practices of capturing and maintaining learner attention with visually appealing materials, using
foundational instructional design and eLearning principles, providing easy to use and accessible
technology, applying brain-based learning strategies, and including interactivity to connect old
knowledge to new ideas. These strategies were leveraged in the design of the OPB module used
in this research study.
Pedagogical Foundations of Blended Learning
Existing NRP training courses in the FH made use of a blended learning design and what
Graham (2004) described as the four dimensions of interactions in both face to face and
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distributed learning environments: space, time, fidelity, and humanness. The NRP course occurs
online and in-class, synchronously and asynchronously, is taught by both machines (in the form
of computer educational software) and humans and uses both high and low fidelity modalities
(Graham, 2004). NRP training is blended at the course level, with chronological arrangement of
each spatial design phase occurring so that there is no overlap in activities; blending is occurring
yet could be enhanced in its pedagogical design for learner benefit.
According to Graham (2004), the optimal way to blend a learning activity depends upon
the course goals and outcomes. Learners require enabling blends to increase their access to the
learning materials as they study from home and they need transforming blends to improve
pedagogy, allowing knowledge construction and achievement of intended outcomes of improved
quality in patient care (Graham, 2004). Garrison and Kanuka (2004) described using both
independent and collaborative learning approaches, giving learners a social and cognitive
presence in the training while also allowing instructors to have a teaching presence. Current NRP
online learning design does not capitalize on the social benefits of online learning or allow
learners to access instructors to ask questions or gain concept clarity. Garrison and Kanuka
(2004) reinforced that the online, asynchronous discussions in blended learning environments
lead to a construction of meaning and creation of learner understanding via necessary discourse
with other individuals in the community of inquiry, resulting in a challenging of mental models.
Such learning opportunities may not be possible without technology. There is ample research to
inform future iterations of NRP learning design in the attempt to improve patient outcomes and
quality of care.
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There is a limited amount of research on the topic of healthcare professional competency
development as a result of blended learning pedagogical strategies. In their research, Rowe,
Frantz, and Bozalek (2012) found that using a blended learning approach for healthcare
professionals improved some clinical competencies such as reflection skills, clinical reasoning
skills, and reducing gaps in theory and clinical practice; however, the authors’ work did not
clearly reveal a connection between blended learning strategy and higher grades or scores.
Graham and Dziuban (2007) offered that blended learning strategies combined the best qualities
of both in-person and online learning but that instructors must redesign and strengthen
pedagogical strategies to allow learning to reach its full potential. In the attempt to improve FH
NRP learners’ outcomes and improve the quality of patient care delivered as a result, we must
redesign the blended learning environment, leveraging all potential benefits of teaching and
learning relationships.
Pedagogical Knowledge in Healthcare Simulation Training Design
Healthcare simulation instructors typically desire outcomes of increased learner reflection
on action, resulting in behavior change and change in professional practice. To achieve learning
outcomes of this quality, it is necessary to review and understand the pedagogical principles and
various learning theories that apply to learning in the simulation environment (Pasquale, 2015).
Pasquale (2015) offered that experience, activity, context, and construction of knowledge all
activate learning. The author provided examples of learning theories such as behaviorism,
cognitivism, and constructivism, Kolb and Dewey’s experiential learning, and Bloom’s hierarchy
of cognitive learning as supportive of knowledge creation and transformation. Each of these
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learning theories can be reviewed and evaluated for application to simulation learning
environments that include skills-based training.
One core educational concept used in simulation training is experiential learning or
learning by doing. Kolb’s experiential learning cycle describes the four phases a learner goes
through to acquire and apply new knowledge: experiencing an event, reflecting on the
occurrence, conceptualizing how that applies to other contexts, and actively experimenting with
the knowledge (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). Bloom’s hierarchy or taxonomy of cognitive learning
presented an increasing level of ability at which learners can demonstrate their mastery of the
subject. The first level of Bloom’s Taxonomy is remembering information followed by
understanding it, then applying it, analyzing it, evaluating it, and finally creating new knowledge
about the topic (Krathwohl, 2002; Pasquale, 2015; Khoo, Chua, & Kutzsch, 2019). Current
simulation best practice includes reflection and analysis to support practice change, yet these
events are not occurring in the pre-briefing phase. Pasquale (2015) argued that learning theories
are key components for instructors to understand when creating environments where healthcare
practitioners are expected to build knowledge and change their practice. This concept was key in
maximizing the benefits of an OPB module.
Review of current healthcare simulation literature revealed consistent mention of the
need for pedagogical considerations in the design of these unique learning environments.
Simulation learning environments were described by Keskitalo (2015) as complex cultural,
social, physical and pedagogical environments that enable engagement in experiential learning in
safe settings and by Dieckmann, Friis, Lippert, and Østergaard (2012) as “complex
sociotechnical endeavors” (p.641). Keskitalo’s (2015) dissertation was an attempt to expose an
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ideal pedagogical model by examining which pre- and post- simulation activities for the
facilitator and students are the most pertinent for optimal learning and development. Keskitalo
(2015) supported a pedagogical model using six phases of simulation instruction activities (preactivities, introduction, equipment/scenario briefing, scenarios, debriefing and post-activities).
Keskitalo’s (2015) pedagogical model is underscored by socio-cultural contexts as a reminder of
the intricacy of learning and capability development. The author’s work expressed a need for
more research to investigate optimal strategies for learning in simulation-based learning
environments (SBLE) and offered that “teaching experiments” should be organized to establish
best pedagogical practices (p. 81). Keskitalo’s (2015) model included the necessary
characteristics for simulation learning environments as being experimental, experiential,
emotional, reflective, socio-constructive, and collaborative, to name a few. The author suggested
that simulation instructors use these characteristics as pedagogical goals for creating a positive
and effective simulation learning experience. This knowledge underscored the content, tone, and
learning activities of the OPB module used in my research.
Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) Training
Current NRP Training Design
NRP is a program administered by the Canadian Pediatric Society (CPS). NRP training is
designed to review concepts and skills required for resuscitating newborn infants and infants less
than 28 days of age for those healthcare professionals whose clinical work requires them to be
competent in this practice. The International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) is a
global committee that meets regularly to review current evidence in resuscitation science,
making recommendations for best practice. The American Academy of Pediatrics then
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incorporates ILCOR’s updates into NRP curriculum and the CPS reviews and typically adopts
those practices with slight, national adjustments. (Canadian Pediatric Society, 2019c). Perinatal
Services of BC then reviews the CPS guidelines and makes any necessary provincial adjustments
for healthcare service providers in B.C. (Perinatal Services of B.C., 2019).
Updates on NRP guidelines occur regularly and the educational design of the course is
grounded in both current research evidence and educational theory (Ades & Lee, 2016). Ades
and Lee (2016) supported that NRP instructors be encouraged to facilitate learning instead of
teaching or instructing the participants as they complete both formative and summative
evaluations of all learners’ knowledge and ability. The authors supported appropriate simulation
pre-briefing as allowing learners to feel free to make mistakes while pushing their own
boundaries in the learning environment, resulting in the prevention of mistakes being made in the
clinical environment in the future. Ades and Lee’s (2016) account of NRP processes that should
be established in simulation pre-briefing are also captured in Figure 2 (Appendix A) and can be
compared with other authors’ frameworks to observe any gaps and/or overlap.
Current NRP Instructor Training in the Fraser Health Authority
The Fraser Health authority (FH) currently operates numerous monthly NRP trainings
within six acute care hospitals in the lower mainland of B.C. FH healthcare professionals with a
strong background in neonatal care wanting to be NRP instructors must apply to the role. I have
chosen to use the term instructor rather than facilitator for describing FH NRP staff in this
research as there is a significant component of skills practice and development in the current
NRP in-person training day. FH expectations of NRP instructors include teaching three, one-day
courses per year to maintain instructor status, as compared to the Canadian Pediatric Society
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(2019b) requirement of three courses within three years. FH candidates must apply for the role,
be screened for appropriate clinical background and training, be accepted by the Perinatal
Services of B.C. NRP committee, pass a two-day instructor training course, and complete two
team-teach classes under mentorship of regional instructor-trainers (Canadian Pediatric Society,
2019b). FH NRP instructors may or may not have previous teaching experience or hold an
educator role in their professional work. A potential variety in course instructor competency,
background and experience should be considered when designing an NRP program to plan for
consistent pre-briefing, simulation and debriefing phases.
Current NRP Training Design in the Fraser Health Authority
Standard documents used in FH NRP training courses include: the agenda for the training
day, a confidentiality agreement, a training log for instructors to track formative assessments, and
a copy of the Integrated Skills Station Assessment (ISSA) form. The ISSA is a learner
assessment rubric used in NRP for summative learner assessment, outlining the skills that must
be completed to successfully pass an NRP class and is presented in Figure 4 (Appendix A). The
ISSA is developed by the Canadian Pediatric Society and distributed through Perinatal Services
B.C. (PSBC). These documents were handed to learners on the morning of the FH NRP inperson training day prior to hands-on skills training; however, all of these documents could be
made available online for learners to review in advance, allowing them to reflect and consider
how the tools are used in both formative and summative assessments during their NRP training
course. This enhanced preparation would be in alignment with clarification of expectations,
settings of goals, and ground rules for participation found in Figure 2, as supported by numerous
authors (Ades & Lee, 2016; Rudolph et al., 2014; Chamberlain, 2015; Zigmont et al., 2011).
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FH NRP hands-on skills training intermixes with short simulations for the majority of the
NRP class, followed by a mock code pink simulation and debrief. Laerdal Newborn Anne,
Premature Anne, and Neonatal Intubation Trainer (Laerdal Medical, 2020) mannequins and
other infant resuscitation equipment are used to facilitate simulation in either in-situ or meeting
room locations.

Summary
For this research, I chose a theoretical framework that serves as a foundation for
understanding participant behavior toward the OPB module as a type of educational technology.
The TAM allowed me to frame interview questions regarding engagement with the OPB module
and informed my research design. Historically, simulation research has had minimal focus on the
pre-briefing phase of training, resulting in an absence of clear, standardized language and
solidified best approaches to this training stage; however, there is enough evidence to support a
clear understanding of the potential consequences of a weak simulation pre-briefing. Two key
objectives of a simulation pre-briefing are to orientate and engage learners, both of which help to
build trust and rapport between the learner and the simulation facilitator, resulting in increased
learning-oriented behaviors, increased risk-taking, the creation of a safer learning environment,
and increased learner participation and satisfaction. The core components of a strong simulation
pre-briefing and optimal blended learning approaches were pulled from the existing literature
and used to inform the development and design of the learning activities placed in the OPB
module for this research study.
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Chapter Three: Research Methods and Conduct
This chapter will serve to explain my choice of a qualitative case study for my research
methodology, in alignment with a strong interest in understanding each participant’s unique
experience of the online pre-briefing in their training. I will describe the application of chosen
methodology, detailed research methods and describe how all data was gathered. I will then
describe the interview process and the components placed into the online pre-briefing module
which is the central intervention of the research study. I close by describing how the data was
analyzed and validated and report any ethical considerations in the research.
Methodology
My research was designed as a qualitative case study. Yin (2011) offered that a case study
approach as a research methodology allows for the examination of one or a small number of
instances, within their real-life setting. A case study takes an exploratory approach to create a
deep understanding of the phenomenon in question via careful documentation and analysis of
process and outcomes. My research questions ask learners to reflect on how they were affected
by the OPB module in their NRP training and my goal was to capture their unique contexts and
experiences. Additionally, the research connects well to a constructivist approach, in recognition
that individuals need to find meaning in their work and situate this within their everyday lives. I
acknowledge that my methods needed to capture the “essence of the experiences” (Creswell,
p.14) of research participants in an attempt to leverage some components of phenomenological
research methods as well. I described and explored how the new OPB resource affected learners
within their unique contexts and created understanding of participant constructs in relation to
their NRP simulation training.
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In using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as my theoretical framework, I
considered situational and contextual reasons for participant behavior as they decided if and how
much they engaged in the learning technology. The TAM facilitates an understanding of
participant behaviors, supporting queries of how engagement with the technology impacted the
learners and effected their behaviors in the subsequent simulation training class. Using TAM as
the theoretical framework for this research allows consideration of impacts of external factors
upon internal principles, attitudes, and intentions of the research participants when using
technology in their learning. This approach allows me to analyze both the perspective of
participants and the phenomenon of using technology while having a foundational understanding
for the primary behaviors toward that technology. In my analysis, I hoped to understand how the
engagement of each participant with the OPB module effected their learning experience through
the blended NRP training program.
Chosen research method
For my thesis research, I chose to use qualitative research methods in alignment
with my need to explore the effects of an online pre-briefing for NRP training on the learners
according to their own, unique perspectives. Through the use of open-ended, semi-structured
interview questions, I looked for themes and patterns with an aim to interpret findings. and
observational data.
Data collection. My approach to data collection included the use of online
observation of forum discussions, interviews and review of existing relevant documents
pertaining to the course. In considering these numerous sources of data, I used the technique of
triangulation in my research approach. My online observations were as a facilitator of any
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discussion occurring in the OPB module forums. There were no increased operational funds in
FH to support another instructor to do this work, and since I was previously an NRP instructor, I
was qualified to facilitate learner online discussions. My involvement was mitigated in an
attempt to reduce any influence on the participants due to possible perceived power I held over
them. This was done by having the NRP program coordinator invite learners to participate in the
OPB module, to support a reduced perception of power in my role as online module facilitator.
Interview data collection was planned to occur using participants who were enrolled in
FH NRP training courses between January 1 and January 31, 2020 and were able to give consent
to participate in the research. Due to low participation by late January and again in mid-February,
dates were extended to include NRP classes being held up to March 15, 2020. Participants
received an email invitation to the research from the FH NRP Program Coordinator between 2
and 4 weeks prior to their in-person training day. As a result, hospital sites were chosen by
default, based upon when the in-person training days were already scheduled to occur. I offered
the participants the opportunity to win one of two $30 gift cards for their participation in the
online pre-briefing and interviewing for the study to help overcome reluctance to participate.
Participant choice. Potential participants in this research were from a random selection
of health care professions, including physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists and midwives.
Consent to participate in the study was required, and, in keeping with both the RRU Research
Ethics Board and FH Research Ethics Board approvals processes, participants consented to the
use of their comments and ideas in Moodle discussion forums, where they could ask questions
and reflect on the training resources provided while online. There are typically between nine and
twelve learners per NRP class depending upon the number of learners registered for each class,
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so approximately 200 individuals were invited to participate in my research. Creswell (2014)
made a loose recommendation for the inclusion of four to five cases in a study to achieve a
comprehensive understanding of a phenomenon; however, in my thesis research, I considered all
the FH NRP training classes held in January, February and March 2020 as one single case that I
am studying. As a result of time constraints and voluntary participation, the sample size for my
research was quite small. The actual number of participants was seven, with the inclusion and
analysis of interview data from only six interview transcripts.
Study conduct.
Online observations. As an observer and facilitator in the NRP online pre-briefing
course, I looked for what Rudolph, Raemer, and Simon (2014) called learning-oriented behaviors
that implied learner presence of psychological safety (i.e. feedback-seeking, asking questions,
asking for help, and sharing thoughts or reflections). As recommended by Creswell (2014), I
captured notes describing the online learning environment, relevant events, and any important
dialogue.
Interviews. My largest concern with interviews in the healthcare context was getting
enough participation and indeed, this was an issue during the research. Participants were offered
options for their interviews after the online pre-briefing and skills training day. These options
included:
•

In person interview (preferred);

•

Online platform conversations through Skype, Zoom, Facetime, or other software

•

Telephone conversation.
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I completed six in-person interviews and one synchronous, online interview using the
Skype for Business video communications platform, the accepted FH tool for online meetings.
Hospital locations were chosen by most participants for in-person interviews to ensure that they
would be in a familiar environment. These took place in meeting rooms or offices with one
participant interviewed at FH corporate head office as was their choice since they lived in the
area. The online interview was done virtually in order to limit personal researcher spread of the
novel coronavirus in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020. One participant
neglected to do the online pre-briefing before their in-person training day; however, this was
discovered on the day of the interview and the both participant and researcher decided to proceed
regardless to explore the participant’s context and learning experience. This participant’s
interview data was left out of the study as it did not contain information regarding the
participant’s experience of the OPB module.
Interview questions were semi-structured in format, with some standardization to
approach each participant consistently. The interview script was designed to gradually get the
participant to speak about themselves and feel comfortable in doing so. I began by asking about
their past work experience, NRP training, and any other unique contexts that situated them as
learners in NRP classes. Notes regarding environment, interviewee behavior, and interview tone
were taken in my research journal. Interview script, questions and protocol can be found in
Appendix B. Main interview questions reflected the research questions and examples are:
1. Can you describe what makes a supportive NRP simulation training experience?
2. How do you think the online pre-briefing effected your sense of psychological safety in
the NRP training class?
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3. How did the use of an online pre-briefing for the NRP training course affect your learning
experience?
The interview document began with a review of the consent document, including an
introduction and intentions for the research. I then provided a definition of psychological
safety to ensure clarity on any questions to follow, making sure that the participant knew they
could ask questions, take a break or choose to stop the interview at any time. Audio
recordings for later transcription were done using two devices so that I had a back-up for
potential technical failure. Recording devices were stored in a drawer in my home and
recordings will be destroyed once this research is finalized and submitted.
Interview Environments.
Some participants were able to be interviewed within their own hospital sites in their own
offices, a training room, or an administrative meeting room. For the one participant who
interviewed at the corporate head office, I attempted to ensure they felt orientated to the
environment logistically and comfortable in the space should they decide to leave or take a
break.
Online pre-briefing. The OPB module took the form of a supplementary module placed
on the province of B.C.’s healthcare education registration system, LearningHub. LearningHub is
utilized by all B.C. health authorities for access and registration for employee training. The
learning management system within LearningHub is a version of Moodle. The module included
several pages of text and graphics organized as books with two embedded discussion forums, a
compilation of existing NRP documents, and one external discussion forum on Padlet.
Components of the OPB module are listed in Figure 5 (Appendix A). All standard NRP
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documents were uploaded as-is to the module for learner review. These included: a standard FH
NRP training day agenda, the NRP Confidentiality form, the Integrated Skills Station Assessment
(ISSA) form, the MRSOPPA ventilation algorithm, and the umbilical vein catheterization
procedure form. I included a description of a simulation training fiction ‘contract’; a verbal
agreement between instructors and learners that states an instructor will do their best to create as
realistic of a simulation as possible while learners agree to suspend their disbelief and engage in
the scenario. It is important to mention that due to my limited experience with Moodle course
design, I did not notice until February 22, 2020 that the settings for the online forums were not
adjusted to automatically email participants when their forum posts were replied to. This setting,
its adjustment, and potential effects are discussed further in Chapter Four.
Data analysis. I chose to use software-assisted coding of data for thematic analysis
(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Creswell (2014) confirmed that the steps for data analysis should
include: acquiring raw data, organizing and preparing the data for analysis, reading through data,
coding the data, determining themes and descriptions of the data, interrelating the themes and
descriptions, then interpreting the meaning of those themes and descriptions. I followed Ritchie
and Lewis’ (2003) guidance on managing the data and making sense of the evidence through
descriptions and explanations. Ritchie and Lewis (2003) recommended: using a tool to organize
and categorize my data, identifying themes and concepts as I looked for views, attitudes, beliefs,
and motivations, building a thematic framework while keeping close to the original language in
the data, labelling and tagging the data using an index of where each concept is mentioned and
sorting the data by theme or concept on a large chart.
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I used NVivo version 9 to organize my research interview transcripts, as this software
was supported by the FH Department of Evaluation and Research Services and was made
available for me to borrow on one of their corporate laptops during my research, which was
stored in my home with data held on a secure drive. I conducted the audio transcription myself
and then subsequently uploaded documents into NVivo 9 software for coding. Four participants
were able to review both their interview transcripts and the researcher’s summation of their
individual contexts within NRP training before FH stopped all non-essential research when
COVID-19 demanded increased resources and time for hospital staff preparations.
Transcribed interviews were coded broadly for emerging themes in NVivo 9 and after
reviewing the themes through the lens of the research questions, a second-pass coding was done
to filter out data not relevant to the research. Each coded node or theme was highlighted and
reviewed for potential connections to the existing literature. Quotes from participants were
highlighted as supporting evidence behind the themes that I identified. I did not do a
demographic analysis as there were only six participants who completed the online pre-briefing
prior to their in-person NRP training as per planned research protocol.
Creswell (2014) noted that both before and after data analysis, validation of the accuracy
of information must occur. This was my first experience of qualitative research with thematic
analysis, so I adhered to recommended techniques and processes to support success.
Validation. According to Creswell (2014), there are a variety of potential steps to ensure
validation of data, which can include any of the following: triangulation, member-checking,
using rich description, acknowledging researcher bias, presenting any counter-theme
inconsistencies, having prolonged time in the field, using peer debriefing, or using an external
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auditor. I focused on the use of triangulation, use of detailed descriptions, and the
acknowledgement of counterthemes found in the research data as processes to improve the
validity of my research. Triangulation is the use of multiple sources of data while looking for
converging themes in order to increase the confidence in the validity of the data. (Creswell,
2014). My sources for triangulation were participant interview data (time, space, and person),
learner comments in online discussion forums and participant-review of data findings via
member-checking.
I acknowledged that, as a result of several years in the field of neonatal care and
instructing NRP classes, that I have bias as a researcher. I completed the Canada Research Chair
module on recognition of bias (Government of Canada, 2018) in December 2019 to assist in
identification of my potential biases. I acknowledged that I felt there were necessary
improvements to be made in the FH NRP classes, in particular, I felt that there were
inconsistencies in the way that various NRP instructors established a psychologically safe
environment for learning in the in-person training day.
I had planned for peer-debriefing with a colleague to review codes and themes to improve
the validity of the research; however, my research timeline was reduced by COVID-19 impacts
to FH research and I was unable to complete this validation step. Codes were initially very broad
and required a second pass through the lens of the research questions to single out key themes.
As the themes and sub-themes were continually tested against the data, there were only minor
adjustments in the framing of the sub-themes.
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Reliability. Data analysis requires a consistent approach to the process through all steps.
Creswell (2014) argued that the keeping of a journal can aid the researcher to adhere to
consistent approach while Chenail (2011) argued that a journal could also be used before and
after participant interviews to help identify unclear thoughts or impressions that could potentially
cause bias in the research. I used a research journal throughout the research process and was as
descriptive as possible throughout all stages of data collection and review. I used specific details
in my analysis, checked individual perspectives, and used this information to check for possible
drifts in coding.
Trustworthiness. In my attempt to create trustworthiness in my research, in addition to
the steps described above to ensure validation and reliability, I exposed potential sources of bias
by acknowledging my past NRP instructor experiences and recognizing that I was leveraging an
existing familiarity with FH organizational culture (Shenton, 2004). To avoid bias in selection, I
employed a random sampling of participants, and encouraged participants to be honest about
their perception of the OPB module itself as a learning tool. I also utilized a questioning
approach in my interviews that was iterative, following research participants where their
conversation flowed rather than steering their responses, consciously or unconsciously toward
my biases.
Ethical Considerations
I was a previous NRP instructor and had certain biases that I needed to consider and
disclose in this research. Chenail (2011) offered that the creation of study-specific questions can
allow investigators to become integral components of the study data which raises bias concerns.
While I appreciated the concept of Chenail’s (2011) idea of interviewing the researcher using the
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same questions designed for participants to discover bias, I was unable to complete this activity
in my methods. After teaching a large number of NRP courses at various sites within the FH, I
acknowledged that I had a desire to improve the consistency of the NRP instructional approach
based on observations of various NRP instructor teaching styles and behaviors. Prior to this
research, I had tried to begin my NRP classes with a thorough review of the purpose behind the
confidentiality agreement document, seeking optimal learner engagement in the in-person
training day activities.
It is important to note that the graduate studies program in which I am completing this
research utilizes a blended learning approach. I found the online learning design to be highly
engaging and effective at developing metacognition and critical analysis. Both of these personal
experiences may affect the lens through which I interpret participant responses to interview
questions. I mitigated these potential biases by acknowledging and reporting any contradictory
themes in my findings and in the current literature.
Participants were emailed a letter of invitation to the research by the FH NRP
coordinator, and then contacted the researcher if they had further interest. This process was
followed in order to prevent any sense of power differential between myself as the researcher and
the participants. The consent form underwent rigorous review by the RRU Research Ethics
Board and the FH Research Ethics Board. The consent form was emailed to the participant for
review and some returned this form electronically signed. Others signed the consent in person
after a second review at the start of their interview. Two participants were known to me through
previous work-related professional functions. I held no institutional power over any of the
participants, as I was no longer an NRP instructor and had not been for over a year before the
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study commenced. Particular time was spent making sure that all participants felt at ease in the
interview and able to express full opinion of the research activities and the resulting effects. I
made sure to review the consent document prior to the interview, acknowledging that participants
were free to leave at any time and that there were no consequences to not completing the
interview. I explained that I was no longer an NRP instructor and was only researching the FH
NRP program.
Summary
This chapter summarized the conduct of my research by outlining my chosen
methodology and methods for data collection. The methodological approach of a qualitative case
study supported my ability to obtain a rich description of each research participant’s context and
allowed for the evolution of a unique story of experience for all six participants. Consistent
attempts were made to design the research for reliability and validity of the data.
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Chapter Four: Findings and Analysis
This chapter will report the findings from research observations and interviews. I will
begin by describing the participants involved in the study and their baseline perceived
psychological safety as anonymously reported in Moodle before they completed the online prebriefing. Then I will reflect on online forum discussion engagement and report on the themes that
emerged from the data, listing each of the main and sub-themes that emerged from the interviews
and providing an analysis of the sub-themes. Finally, I will describe the overarching findings
regarding psychological safety in NRP training for research participants.
Findings
Participants
Participants represented two out of the four potential healthcare professions, with three
registered nurses and three respiratory therapists engaging in the study. One midwife signed up
for the research but did not complete the OPB module before having their interview and thus,
their interview data was excluded from the analyzed set. No physicians participated in the
research. Despite the small sample size, participant contexts offered a reasonably wide variety of
perspectives on the addition of an OPB module to the NRP blended learning training program.
Participant perceptions and feedback are valuable both as individual stances on the online prebriefing for healthcare practitioners as well as being a collective story of experience as heard
from healthcare practitioners in various stages of their careers. Due to the low sample size, there
is limited transferability in this study.
Despite having only six participants from two potential professions complete the OPB
module, I was pleased to have a sample of research participants with significantly different
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backgrounds and levels of experience. Each research participant had a unique context in terms of
their experience with NRP training and perinatal or neonatal healthcare. One participant was a
new graduate who had never taken an NRP class, while another participant had taken more than
ten NRP classes over 20 years. One participant worked regularly in a level three Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit (NICU), a work environment that necessitates interaction with
interdisciplinary team members such as Neonatology specialists and Nurses with specialtytraining in NICU. Another participant was themselves a simulation instructor, but in the field of
adult resuscitation. As a result, participants had a wide range of confidence and self-efficacy in
their NRP skills; they brought differing experience with, and perspectives of, online learning
experiences to the research. Some participants had had very positive NRP training experiences in
the past, whereas others described residual fear and anxiety connected to NRP training classes.
All learners in their respective NRP training process were observed as one case study; however,
each context influenced how learners engaged with, and were affected by, the OPB module.
Observations
Observations were made within the Moodle online pre-briefing forums and in all research
interviews. I observed participants engagement in the online discussion forums where manyy
were willing to share their ideas and reflections on confidentiality agreements or fiction
contracts. Learners did not engage in dialogue with each other despite my encouragement and
my intended notes and observations of online interactions were non-existent as a result. Few
participants chose to engage in the Padlet discussion outside the Moodle module, with only two
participants offering their reflections in the Padlet discussion board about psychological safety in
simulation training and none conversing with each other online.
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Question about psychological safety
In order to stimulate learner engagement in the OPB module, the first activity was a
survey asking learners about their perceived sense of psychological safety in previous simulation
training classes. The prompt for reflection was to:
Think about your previous experiences in simulation training classes. Have you always
felt safe and positive? Or, have you been reluctant to participate and hesitant to engage in
pushing to the boundaries of your learning?
Figure 6 shows a graph representing the responses from the six research participants.

Learner perception of psychological safety in previous
simulation training classes

NUMBER OF RESPONDANTS

4

3
3

2
2

1
1

0

0

0
I always felt
I sometimes felt
Neurtal: I felt
I sometimes felt I always felt unsafe
positive and safe to positive and safe to neither safe to learn unsafe and hesitant and hesitant to push
learn
learn
nor hesitant to push to push myself
myself
myself
LEARNER PERCEPTION

Figure 6. Learner perception of psychological safety in previous simulation training classes.
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Half of the participants reported always feeling positive and safe to learn in previous NRP
classes. One participant felt neutral, neither feeling safe nor hesitant in the learning space. Two
participants rated themselves as sometimes feeling unsafe to learn and hesitant to push
themselves.
Online forum engagement
Participants were given three learning activities in the OPB module where they were
asked to engage in discussion forums. Figure 7 shows the resulting participant engagement in

Number of Participants

online discussion forums.

Figure 7. Participant Engagement in Online Discussion Forums
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All participants chose to engage in at least one of the Moodle online forum discussions.
All six participants completed a forum post on confidentiality agreements and four chose to
complete the forum post about fiction contracts. Only two participants chose to follow the link to
go outside of Moodle and engage in the Padlet discussion about psychological safety. Moodle
forums were embedded as required content to complete the online module. In contrast, the Padlet
forum was a non-mandatory online task, shared via direct internet link. Padlet forum posts did
not require the creation of an account and were not password protected. Presenting the Padlet as
optional, or having it open with no password protection may have resulted in reduced learner
engagement; however, participants were not asked specific questions regarding Padlet
engagement.
Comments on online forums were thoughtful and reflective, with participants sharing
previous experiences and thoughts. Before I altered the Moodle system to email participants
when a response was made to their comment, there were no back and forth discussions. Once an
update in Moodle module settings was made, one of the research participants began a
conversation back and forth with myself as the facilitator. This participant later discussed in their
interview, the difficulties in getting back into the Moodle system to reply to comments,
suggesting that this would need to be improved for them to continue engaging in online
discussions. This finding intersects with the TAM in relating to perceived ease of use, although
in this research setting, the reduced ease of use did not deter the participant from attempting to
use forums or completing the entire OPB module.
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Participant experience of online discussion forums
Participant feedback on the use of online discussion forums was highly variable. Some
participants really appreciated the interactivity of forum discussions, with Participant 003 stating
“I have taken online courses before where we had discussion groups and it’s really actual fun to
have those open discussions online with a variety of different people”. Participant 006 did not
find the forums helpful, stating “I don’t really get a whole lot out of group participation”.
Participant 003 offered that a change in NRP learning culture may affect the engagement with the
forums discussions when they said “If it was a conversation, and we all had more time, and that
culture was brought into the system, I think it’s a valuable thing to have for sure”.
Participant 007 saw a connection between online forum discussions and the potential to support
evidence-based practice when they said:
It might relate back to evidence-based practice. If a question comes out that there is
disagreement about, then that is important. I think for this type of a program, we should
all be practicing the same way and I think that’s where these discussion forums can help
support that.
Interviews
My primary research question asked learners what their perceptions were of using an
online pre-briefing in their training to establish psychological safety. Sub-questions of inquiry
were regarding learning design that would support their engagement in the OPB module and felt
sense of psychological safety in their in-person training class. Predominant themes emerged in
the initial coding of interview transcripts. After a second-pass coding, there were six key themes
and numerous sub-themes that presented themselves in varying degrees in the language,
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behavior, tone, and words of the research participant interviews. Psychological safety was a
concept which I was searching for in the interview data and it will be explored separately at the
end of this section. The six key themes that were kept after second-pass coding are listed below
and are displayed with their sub-themes listed:
1. Learner Adoption
o Concise Structure
o Content
o Visual Design
o Encouraging Tone
o Value to New Learners
2. Learner Preparation
o Understanding Expectations
3. Learner Anxiety
o Pre-existing Emotional Trauma
o Understanding Expectations
4. Confidentiality Agreement
o Increased Review Time
o Safe Learning Environments
o Mitigating Hierarchies
5. Learner-oriented Behaviors
o Asking Questions
o Team Dynamics
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6. Pre-existing Emotional Trauma
o Instructor Behavior
Theme 1: Learner Adoption.
The first key theme was Learner Adoption which had five sub-themes: Concise Structure,
Content, Visual Design, Encouraging Tone, and Value to New Learners. All six research
participants engaged in, and fully completed, the OPB module and some online discussion
forums prior to their in-person NRP class day. Overall participant opinion of the use of an online
module for the purpose of a pre-briefing for NRP training was positive. Participant 003 stated “I
think it’s a good system to do that and prep you for it.” and that “I think it is a really good idea to
have a simulation package like this...”.
Concise Structure.
The first sub-theme to emerge from Learner Adoption was an appreciation for the concise
structure of the OPB module in consideration of the constraints of their time for training during
and outside of work. Participant 004 “liked that it was short. I liked that it did not take a lot of
my time but it covered what needed to be covered. It was concise. It was interesting.”
Participant 007 felt “It was really quick, it was easy to do so that wasn’t a big deal.”
Content.
The second sub-theme was that of an appreciation for the content of the OPB module.
Participant 005 said “I thought it was interesting. I thought it was good. It talked a lot about
psychological safety and that kind of stuff which I thought was good.” Participant 003 indicated
their perceived value of the OPB module content when they stated:
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I think having more information in the pre-briefing about how the scenario works [and]
the environment, the safe environment you’re going to do it in, its time better spent than
reading about the anatomy and physiology of transition from newborn respiration. I think
if some of that could be scaled back and this [OPB module content] could be expanded, it
[may] even make it more of an enjoyable experience to go to [the NRP] course.
One experienced participant appreciated the modelling of citing references in the OPB module.
Participant 007 mentioned this element of the OPB content and offered “I like that a lot of the
studies had literature based behind them too, so it wasn’t made up and you were proving where
you were getting this information from. That was good to see”.
Visual Design.
Another sub-theme regarding the visual nature of the OPB module content was highlighted by
one participant in particular. Participant 007 appreciated the visual nature of the information
online and stated “I liked the layout and the setup and how it was quick points. I think visual data
is so nice. I think that is how most people learn more effectively now because they are on their
phones, right?”
Encouraging Tone.
Another sub-theme emerged as some learners mentioned that the OPB module was quite
positive and encouraging in its tone. Two participants appreciated the positive tone in a
simulation training, comparing to previous negative course experiences. Participant 004 felt that
the “...whole vibe of the pre-briefing module was very positive, so it wasn’t ever focused on ‘if
you can’t do this, you are done!’. It was mainly, it said it’s your chance to learn and [the goal]
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here is to enjoy the day and take advantage of it.”. This statement eluded to some previous
negative instructional tone in previous NRP courses.
Value to new learners.
The final sub-theme was quite strong in the interview data, with several participants
seeing particular value in the OPB module for learners who were new to NRP simulation
training. Participant 003 stated “It was definitely worth going through and I can see how if you
hadn’t done the course so many times that it would be helpful”.
Participants were asked explicitly to describe any recommended changes to the OPB
module they would like to see. Some requested easier navigation through online pages and
automated recall back to engage in discussion forums. Several participants suggested additional
information they thought would be helpful and could be added to the module, specifically
requesting: evidence-based practice updates in between textbook editions, details on reasoning
behind new practice changes, psychology tips to reduce anxiety, and a video demonstrating a
team working well through a code pink together. Specific requests will be addressed in Chapter
5, the recommendations section.
Analysis of Theme 1: Learner Adoption.
Research participant interviews revealed a pervasive theme of overall adoption of the
online pre-briefing module as a resource to prepare for NRP in-person training as all participants
interviewed completed the eLearning task in full. It is important to note that there was potential
that the participants understood I was acting as both interviewer and researcher who had
designed the OPB module, therefore, it is possible that participants censored their feedback of
the module to reduce causing me offense. Participants were encouraged in interviews to give any
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and all feedback, both negative and positive to help improve the OPB module for potential future
use.
Ease of Use and Concise Structure.
The OPB module was seen by participants as an acceptable, concise and positive way to
receive additional information and prepare for their in-person training day. NRP learners at all
levels found the module easy to access online and a good fit in the training course. The TAM
(Davis, 1985) helped to support an understanding of how learners may weigh their adoption and
engagement in the OPB module, with perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness being the
key factors affecting engagement with the technology. External factors being considered,
participants were situated within an organizational culture of routine, mandatory online
education with computer device access at work. Ease in accessing the module may also in part be
due to the fact that it was hosted by their employer’s standard course registration system, the
LearningHub, and within Moodle, the standard Learning Management System (LMS). Many
participants reported completing the module at work either while on a break, after work, or
during work hours as it was work-related. If completing the OPB module while at work or after
work hours on a work device, the concise structure would be very important to facilitate
completion, and this was echoed in participants interviews. This device access and culture
contributed to enabling participant ease of use.
I listened in interviews for indications of participant perceived ease of use of the OPB
module by watching for body language and listening for words that indicated frustration,
increased mental effort, confusion, or poor technology performance (Davis, 1989). There were
only two mentions of such challenges and they were in relation to participants needing
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navigation to be more intuitive between module chapter pages and requiring an improved ability
to log back into online forum conversations.
Content, Visual Design, and Encouraging Tone.
Participants reported appreciation for the content, visual design, and encouraging tone of
the OPB module. While none of these factors seemed to impact ease of use, they did impact
participant adoption of the OPB module via perceived usefulness. The LMS design needs to be
configured to support user adoption due to ease of use while the module itself should take a
thoughtful approach or strategy toward the learning task required. Ertmer and Newby (2013)
supported an understanding and integration of numerous learning theories when working from an
instructional design perspective and examples of this thinking include positive stimuli or
consequences as learners move through the module (behaviorism), illustrative examples with
structured sequencing and scaffolding opportunities (cognitivism), and an environment that
allows learners to contextualize and move beyond the knowledge they are given (social
constructivism). OPB module design and content should reflect current best evidence for learner
adoption, interaction, and learning outcomes.
The online pre-briefing was designed to support learners to interact with content that
subsequently became applicable in real-life (Pilchur & Bradley, 2013). I offered a Padlet forum
for discussion of learner understanding of psychological safety in healthcare simulation. I also
offered Moodle forums to discuss confidentiality agreements and fiction contracts. All learners
participated in the online Moodle forums, whereas only a third of the participants chose to go
outside of Moodle to Padlet, a web-based application for forum discussion. I did not ask research
participants why they did not engage in the Padlet discussion forum, but this may link to the
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TAM (Davis, 1985) by indicating either a hesitancy to move outside of the familiar LMS that
participants found easy to use, or a lack of perceived usefulness of the discussion on the external
Padlet software. The engagement in Moodle discussion forums is encouraging, as it highlights
Garrison and Kanuka’s (2004) collaborative learning approaches, allowing learners an online
social and cognitive presence.
The goal of online discussion forum use was to increase learner engagement with, and
reflection on, OPB module content. Rowe’s (2012) work supported the use of blended learning
for improving clinical competency through increased reflection and clinical reasoning. A couple
of very experienced participants reported some new reflections after doing the OPB module, yet
it is unclear if this is a result of online forum reflection or OPB module content review. Wozniak,
Ellaway, and de Jong, (2018) offered that effective online experiences require facilitators to
encourage 2-way interactions between learners to result in knowledge creation, not just
knowledge consumption. In terms of perceived usefulness of the forums, it is interesting that one
participant perceived the online format as capable of having information that was more current
and up to date than in the textbook resources. This perception was not mentioned by other
participants but is an intriguing concept as this perception may link to job performance or job
effectiveness belief and increase the perceived value of the module for some learners. Scott,
Baur, and Barrett, (2017) call for the careful consideration of online discussion forums use as,
although forums can improve learner satisfaction and help bridge theory and practice, these
activities may not actually improve learning outcomes. Online forums do have the potential to
help learners bridge theory and clinical practice, warranting further exploration of their use in
NRP simulation training.
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When searching for perceived usefulness of the OPB module in the findings, I viewed the
interview data through Davis’ (1989) work, which suggested that elements of job performance,
efficiency or time saving, job effectiveness and productivity would be connected to this concept.
Since the OPB module was an additional educational training task, I did not expect to hear
elements of reduced time or increased efficiency in relation to completing the OPB. Findings did
indicate that some participants felt improvement in job performance through their increased
ability to engage and participate in the in-person training day. Participants described perceived
value of the training, yet engagement with the resources appeared to be affected by each
participants’ unique NRP knowledge base, their experience in resuscitating infants, and
confidence in their NRP skills. Overall, participants reported that the OPB module was useful,
yet some felt it was more useful than others. Although learners at all levels responded positively
to the contents of the OPB module, most participants felt there was increased value in the OPB
module for new NRP learners in particular.
Value for New Learners.
Both the idea that there was increased benefit of the OPB module for new NRP learners
and the feedback regarding potential additional resources from experienced learners indicates
that two separate levels of an OPB module should be considered. Ertmer and Newby (2013)
warn that learning design for novice learners may not be effective for stimulating more
experienced learners that know the content from years of doing NRP training. The use of online
learning technology may lend beautifully to the creation of pre-simulation activities that are
adjusted to the level of the learner’s ability and educational needs. Several authors have noted the
need for different resources to support and engage different levels of learners (Tyerman et al.,
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2019; Scott, Baur, & Barrett, 2017; Ertmer & Newby, 2013). In order to retain learner attention
each time they retrain, there must be an element of perceived value for participants in addition to
the ability to interact with other learners for new knowledge creation.
There is emerging evidence to support the division of simulation pre-briefing activities
into those that occur in advance of the sim training day and those that occur the day of (Leigh &
Steuben, 2018; Tyerman et al., 2016). The OPB module was designed to include key researchbased components of thorough pre-briefings; however, there are some pre-briefing activities that
must take place during the in-person simulation training day and cannot be captured in an online
module. These include giving background info for the simulation scenario, assigning learners
roles in the simulation, allowing the team to discuss their roles, and working through in-class
logistics. The OPB module design fell in alignment with Leigh and Steuben’s (2018) guidelines
for a pre-briefing assignment in that it held no assessment value, approached all levels of
learners, used low resources, and allowed for easy tracking of completion. There is emerging
evidence to support this division of preparatory pre-briefing assignments and pre-briefing inclass activities. My research offers new learnings about the feasibility of holding preparatory prebriefing activities in an online learning format with good adoption and positive learner
experiences.
Theme 2: Learner Preparation.
The second key theme was Learner Preparation which had one sub-theme: Understanding
Expectations. Some participants indicated that an increased sense of preparedness was felt after
doing the online pre-briefing and this was sometimes explained as a result of clearly
understanding what was expected of them during the simulation day.
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Understanding Expectations.
Participant 004, who was new to NRP, said “[The online pre-briefing] kind of gave me an
idea of what to expect for my workshop day.” and they also felt that “It helped me calm myself
down and I felt a little bit more prepared going in just being more aware of what I would be
learning and things I would be dealing with, what kind of learning environment it would be.”
Participant 001, who had taken NRP more than 10 times before, appreciated being told what the
expectations would be in advance. In having the opportunity to review the evaluation rubric, they
stated “because I knew what the [evaluation rubric form] form kind of looked like, I felt better
going in because when they handed us the evaluation tool, I knew what to expect.”
Other participants felt that the content was nothing they had not seen before, with
Participant 003 stating “I don’t think it made me feel like I was more prepared that I would have
been otherwise”. For participants who did feel more prepared by the OPB, this increased sense of
preparedness seemed to have subsequent effects their level of anxiety or stress as well.
Analysis of Theme 2: Learner Preparation.
Some participants indicated they were grateful for the increased preparation they received
through completing the OPB module; in particular, having an increased understanding of what
was expected of them through their review of the ISSA evaluation rubric used for formative
evaluation in NRP skills training. Although there is currently a lack of unified evidence to
support which pre-simulation activities constitute best practice, there is foundational knowledge
of the need for setting clear expectations and goals in a simulation pre-briefing (Ades & Lee,
2011; Rudolph et al., 2014; Zigmont et al., 2011) Existing, standard FH NRP training process
outside this research did not allow learner review of the evaluation rubric in advance of the in-
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person training day. This lack of transparency leaves learners unsure of how they will be
evaluated or assessed. It is important to note that both new and experienced NRP learners found
the ability to review the ISSA evaluation rubric form beneficial in improving a sense of
preparation and helpful in reducing their anxiety which may connect to perceived usefulness of
the OPB module due to improved ability to perform in the in-person class. Interview descriptions
of learners feeling an increased sense of calm in knowing what would be expected of them in the
training day links to the work of several authors (Gantt, 2013; Neilsen & Harder, 2013) and OPB
module design should maximize learner sense of preparation for NRP simulation training.
Theme 3: Learner Anxiety.
The third theme that emerged was regarding Learner Anxiety, which had two sub-themes:
Pre-existing Emotional Trauma and Understanding Expectations. It is interesting to note that the
data to support this theme came from interviews with both inexperienced and very experienced
participants.
Pre-existing emotional trauma.
A sub-theme of previous, intense negative experiences in NRP classes emerged for two
participants who were very experienced healthcare providers. Participant 001, who was a very
experienced labor and delivery nurse, had recounted a previous NRP training where, before
going into the training room in the morning “I was in the parking lot shaking”. They felt this was
a result of a negative experience from a previous class where the instructor had put them on the
spot, heavily critiqued their skills in public, and had not allowed them to move on until they
succeeded in a specific task. After experiencing the online pre-briefing, they stated in their
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interview that “Reading the pre-briefing, I thought, ‘Okay, I can put that aside, that was last time,
this is this time. ...it’s a fresh approach and I had no issues, no problem”.
Understanding Expectations.
A second sub-theme of understanding expectations emerged as participants discussed
their anxiety. Participant 004, a new learner to NRP felt a reduced anxiety due to reviewing the
OPB module, stating “[The online pre-briefing module] helped calm me a bit just because it was
not like I was blindly going in”. Participant 001, an experienced learner, took the OPB module
resources seriously and leveraged them by taking them into their in-person class explaining “I
even printed out what kind of expectations, what to do for your NRP day, and I put that in front
of me and I thought, now I am a little calmer”.
Analysis of Theme 3: Learner Anxiety.
Although I had anticipated hearing evidence of learner anxiety surrounding NRP
simulation training, I did not anticipate the level of tension and worry described by interview
participants. In two interview circumstances, participants recounting those experiences brought
up significant emotion, tension, and tears. The strong prior negative experiences in simulation
training that emerged from a few participant interviews were described as resulting in both a
hesitation to engage in the training and subsequent negative associations with simulation training
in general. Research participants indicated that previous instructor behavior in FH NRP classes
and a lack of perceived preparation for previous training courses were factors that had increased
their anxiety. These experiences are in alignment with Nielsen and Harder’s (2013) described
examples of factors that can increase anxiety: instructor behaviors, reduced learner selfconfidence, unknown expectations, time constraints and reduced respect of confidentiality.
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Nielsen and Harder (2013) offered that increased learner anxiety can negatively impact
performance, learning and simulation debriefing. It would therefore be in the best interest of the
FH NRP training program to reduce any unnecessary learner anxiety to maximize learner
engagement and potential learning outcomes.
Some of the factors that may increase learner anxiety could potentially be mitigated
within an OPB by leveraging module content. One participant was new to NRP training and
described an increase sense of calm after reviewing the OPB components. The TAM supports
that self-efficacy and outcome belief increase one’s ability to adopt a new technology (Davis,
1989; Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989). If learners have a positive outcome belief in the value
of the OPB module as supportive of their success and reduced anxiety, they are more likely to
engage and adopt the educational technology learning activity. Neilsen and Harder (2013)
provide an extensive list of interventions to reduce learner stress and this can be seen in Figure 8
(Appendix A). These include faculty-supported elements such orientating learners to their
environment, using an agenda, and maintaining privacy; all also commonly recommended
components of a thorough simulation pre-briefing.
The second sub-theme that emerged in the interview data related to learner anxiety was
introduced in the previous theme - that of learners clearly understanding expectations in the inperson training day. One participant felt compelled to print out resources and take them into the
class, indicating perceived value of content in relation to their performance. Findings of the OPB
module creating an improved sense of safety and allowing learners to engage more in the
learning environment as compared to previous courses were supported in Rudolph et al’s. (2014)
work on improving learning environments through creation of safe learning spaces. Findings also
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connect to Leigh and Steuben’s (2018) work indicating that a well-designed pre-briefing has the
potential to reduce stress and anxiety for learners while improve performance and learning. I
designed the OPB for participants module to explicitly connect the creation of a safe learning
space to improved learner engagement, as this knowledge was supported by the literature.
Shearer (2016) gives examples of common causes of anxiety in nursing simulation practice as:
lack of knowledge, preparation, and orientation. Rudolph et al. (2014) offered that lower anxiety
resulted in increased learning engagement, and this falls in alignment with research participant
reported experience. The feeling of not being able to fully perform due to anxiety and stress was
corroborated by some of the research participants and, in some cases, was mitigated through the
content of the OPB module.
Participants who felt the most anxiety in relation to previous NRP courses appeared to
receive significant benefit from the OPB module in terms of their perceived increased sense of
calm after reviewing the online resources. Others made no mention of felt anxiety or a change
thereof. Literature supports that a strong pre-briefing buffers the stressful environment of
simulation learning (Rudolph et al., 2014; Leigh & Steuben, 2018) and may even allow learners
to tolerate critical feedback. This idea fits with the experience of one participant in their
resilience to confidently engage in NRP training class after completing the OPB module, despite
a past training experience that was described as very negative. Diverse learner background and
context should inform learning design in attempt to reduce anxiety in any pre-briefing.
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Theme 4: Confidentiality Agreement.
Confidentiality agreements are a key component in creating safe learning spaces for
simulation training and this topic emerged as a key theme with three sub-themes: Increased
Review Time, Safe Learning Environments, and Mitigating Hierarchies
Increased Review Time.
The first sub-theme was that of participants describing an increase time allotted to review
the Confidentiality Agreement. Some interview participants indicated that the OPB module
allowed more time to review the document and reflect on its importance, a process that was
reportedly different than what had occurred in previous FH NRP classes. Participant 006
reflected on this when they stated that in their previous classes, “There is no time spent [saying]
this is a safe learning environment”. Participant 007 offered:
[The online pre-briefing module] gave me time to look at that contract and, what this is
about – confidentiality, I had never taken the time to read that, even yesterday when my
instructors handed it out, they said, ‘Oh yeah, just sign off on it and move on.
Further expression of minimal confidentiality agreement review in previous NRP classes was
mentioned by Participant 007 who had taken seven previous NRP training courses and offered:
So that contract was quickly, not even reviewed really and I have not seen that ever in my
previous courses as well. So reading that through [the] online module...I was like, ‘Oh
my God, this actually does have really important information and it sticks with you
because you pay attention that what happens in NRP stays in NRP.
The placement of the confidentiality agreement in the online pre-briefing created increased
reflection for Participant 001 who stated:
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I had heard that before, you know, that what we are going to do in the training day, is that
everything is going to stay here, we are not going to take it out of here. I had heard that
but not really given it much thought. So, in taking the online course, it made me think
about it a little bit.
Safe Learning Environments.
A second sub-theme regarding the Confidentiality Agreement occurred as learners
confirmed the importance of the document in setting up a safe learning environment where they
could take risks. When asked questions about felt psychological safety in their NRP training,
participants often referred to the confidentiality agreement as an important piece of process that
allowed them to feel comfortable in making mistakes. Participant 003 reflected on the ability of
the confidentiality agreement to support learners making mistakes when they said “...where they
say look whatever happens here stays here, don’t worry about it. You don’t have to be perfect”.
Mitigating Hierarchies.
Finally, a sub-theme emerged regarding the ability of the Confidentiality Agreement to
mitigate hierarchies during training. Participant 006 confirmed the importance of having a
confidentiality agreement when training amongst coworkers at differing levels of authority when
they stated:
I could see that it would be intimidating being their supervisor, that it could be
intimidating for them without this learning contract in place to ask the questions and
appear to look like they did not know what they were doing.
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Analysis of Theme 4: Confidentiality Agreement.
Research participants described great variability in their previous NRP course in-class
review of the confidentiality agreement document. NRP classes are notoriously tightly scheduled
and a day packed full of learning, hands-on skills assessment, evaluation, simulation, and
discussion. Depending upon instructor choice, a thorough review of the NRP Confidentiality
Agreement may be sacrificed in favor of getting a quick start on the activities for the day. As an
NRP instructor for four years, I had witnessed inconsistent review of the confidentiality
agreement at the start of NRP classes by other co-instructors. This experience was corroborated
in one participant’s interview when they described being asked by instructors to quickly sign the
agreement and move on without reading it. This participant had indeed never seen the document
reviewed thoroughly in all their previous seven NRP classes. The research supporting the crucial
nature of a confidentiality agreement in simulation training is clear (Ades & Lee, 2011; Zigmont
et al., 2011). Participants found that the OPB module supported increased time to review the
NRP confidentiality agreement while also allowing them time to reflect on the purpose of the
document. Zigmont et al. (2011), argued that “Unlike lecture-based learning, confidentiality is a
unique consideration for simulation- based learning because all levels of individual performance
are observed by the whole group” (p. 48-49) and that a confidentiality agreement is used to
protect learners on an individual basis. This protection is necessary since learner behavior in
simulation can be strongly affected by who is observing or watching (Rudolph et al., 2014).
Several participants spoke about not understanding that the purpose of the confidentiality
agreement was to support the creation of trust though establishing a safe learning space.
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The ability of a confidentiality agreement to set a safer learning environment emerged as
a second sub-theme. One participant felt the confidentiality agreement assured them they did not
have to perform perfectly, and that it was a safe space for making mistakes. This perception
aligns with the work of numerous authors (Leigh & Steuben, 2018; Chamberlain, 2015) who
consistently reference the need for addressing the issue of confidentiality in simulation prebriefing as a pre-cursor to support learner sense of felt safety and ability to take risks when being
placed in vulnerable situations. When given increased time to learn about, and reflect upon, the
importance of the confidentiality agreement in the OPB module, participants connected its
purpose to their ability to feel comfortable making mistakes during training. The confidentiality
agreement is a core component of a pre-briefing and holds positive impact on learner
engagement in healthcare simulation training.
The consideration of how a confidentiality agreement could potentially mitigate
complexities of hierarchies when training emerged as another sub-theme related to the
Confidentiality Agreement. Some participants were able to reflect on the benefits of respecting
the confidentiality of others, weighing the importance of having colleagues trust them in kind, so
they too could feel free to make mistakes in training class. Other participants considered how
certain training hierarchies created by job roles could be mitigated through the use of the
confidentiality agreement document. One participant was a supervisor who, through doing the
OPB module, reflected on how this document could reduce a sense of intimidation for their staff
when grouped in the same in-person training class as a supervisor. Edmonson (2011) described
the relationship between interpersonal risk and hierarchies in the workplace and offered that a
leader’s behavior can influence the perceptions and behavior of others on the team. If a
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healthcare leader is aware of the need to support confidentiality and create psychological safety
in simulation training, team behaviors that are crucial to learning may more likely occur.
Theme 5: Learner-oriented Behaviors.
Some participants made comments that eluded to the demonstration of learner-oriented
behaviors as a result of completing the OPB module and this was the fifth theme to emerge in
participants interviews. Edmonson (1999) offered that the ability to ask for help is one example
of a learning-oriented behavior. This theme had two sub-themes: Asking Questions and Team
Dynamics.
Asking Questions.
The first sub-theme of this was an increased felt ability to ask questions during the
training day. Participant 004 connected doing the online pre-briefing to their ability to ask
questions and also to a reduced level of anxiety when they said:
I definitely felt very calm asking questions. It was a safe environment and I felt like I
could ask questions based on a little bit of knowledge that I knew. Not just like going in
and saying, I don’t know anything. I’m not feeling super stupid because... I think that
really impacts my questioning ability.
Team Dynamics.
Another sub-theme revolved around the impact of the OPB module on team dynamics. When
reflecting on how the review of the OPB module content affected them, Participant 007 stated:
I think that going through the confidentiality stuff in more detail helped me to engage
with the other participants more in understanding that learning is different for everybody.
Just to be less judgmental and stuff like that. That was important.
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This participant had been an educator and supervisor in their professional roles. They reported a
shift in their ability to support other learners as a result of doing the OPB module, stating:
Just giving more positive feedback or supporting them and understanding this is a
learning environment that we have been through too, so I think that was then fresh in my
head, so I think it was important for me to have that information.
This type of reflection on interpersonal communication and working relationships was more
common for experienced participants. Participant 006 agreed that they had some new reflection
on their context as a supervisor occurring as a result of doing the online pre-briefing: “I really
probably haven’t thought that it would be uncomfortable for my staff to be in the same [NRP
training] group as me, I really have never thought of that before so that’s some reflection.”
Analysis Theme 5: Learner-oriented Behaviors.
Interview transcripts revealed that some participants demonstrated increased learneroriented behaviors as a result of doing the OPB module, describing an increased ability to feel
safe to ask questions in the in-person training day. Psychologically safe learning spaces in
healthcare allow for learners to interact, ask for help and ask questions without feeling like they
will be judged, working in contrast to established hierarchies to improve teamwork (Edmonson
& Roloff, 2009). One participant who was new to NRP felt safe to engage in this way during
their in-person class and connected this sense of safety back to the OPB module.
In the case of one participant who was very confident in their infant resuscitation skills
and simulation processes, reflection was one of their few reported perceived benefits of the OPB
module. This participant felt that they were able to better reflect upon their position in the team
when training with their own staff after completing the OPB module. These were staff whom the
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participant was typically responsible for supervising, and the participant mentioned some
increased empathy for those staff regarding the difficulty of training with their supervisor. This
learner reflection is resonant of Pasquale’s (2015) second key factor in adult experiential
learning, guided reflection, and may potentially be enhanced by facilitated online discussions.
Other participants reflected on an increased awareness of the learning needs of others and, in one
case, a felt reduction in judgement of other learners for their demonstrated ability in NRP. This
awareness of team dynamics emerged as another sub-theme of learner-oriented behaviors. These
types of behaviors are suggestive of an increased engagement in one’s own learning as well as
the ability to support the learning of others. Sharoff (2015) offered that the ability for reflection
on one’s own experience promotes learning and is a key essential component to development of
future healthcare providers. This analysis, evaluation and application of new knowledge may be
a demonstration of learners being pushed to the edge of their knowledge (Pasquale, 2015) which
is a key simulation learning scenario required for advanced practice skills development. Some
participants mentioned new reflections on learnings after completing the activities in this
research study, despite taking the NRP training course numerous times before.
Theme 6: Pre-existing Emotional Trauma.
The final theme was that of Pre-existing Emotional Trauma, which had one sub-theme:
Instructor Behavior. This unexpected theme emerged strongly from interviews with the two
research participants who had the longest work histories. Descriptions of negative experiences
and emotions of strong intensity emerged as participants recounted experiences from previous
NRP training courses. In keeping with the definition of emotional trauma given in Chapter One,
these were experiences that created lasting emotional consequences and challenges in coping
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emotionally. Two participants were moved to tears in their interviews when recalling a prior
simulation training experience. Two participants spoke to a perceived threat to their employment
if they were not being able to pass NRP.
Instructor Behavior.
The sub-theme of instructor behavior was prevalent in the theme of pre-existing
emotional trauma. Participant 003 stated that in a previous NRP class they felt like they were
being told:
...if you cannot bag this doll for me right now, you’re not going to be certified by
me in NRP and if you are not certified by me in NRP, then [the employer] is not going to
let you work. So what kind of stress does that bring into your life for a course? I just
think that’s not the way adults should learn.
Participant 003 had felt that in their skills performance they “[had] to do this exactly right and
there is no room for error”, describing a training condition which is counter to the purpose of
simulation training as being a safe place to make mistakes.
Two participants became visibly upset during their interviews when recalling memories
of past simulation training. Then, when describing the recent research study training sequence,
their emotional experience was described as different and more positive with some anxiety
reduction (described in Theme 3). Participant 007 described the stress and pressure felt in NRP
training as effecting their learning when they stated:
So, when the instructors are telling you that this [NRP certification] is so mandatory and
so important to be able to work in this field, of course that builds anxiety and pressure to
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be able to pass right? Of course, that makes learning difficult because you don’t want to
fail.
Research participants came to this study with a variety of backgrounds and experiences in
both working with newborns and doing previous NRP training. Some participants were able to
share their past simulation negative experiences and anxieties, in some cases held for many years
and yet still raw when recalled through the interviews.
Analysis Theme 6: Pre-existing Emotional Trauma.
As introduced within the description of other themes, some research participants
described experiences of past simulation training courses that resonated with strong negative
emotions. When I was interviewing participants, some became visibly upset and teary as they
recalled previous simulation learning activities, describing examples of being dealt with rigidly
by previous NRP instructors, not feeling safe to make mistakes without being judged or, in one
case, feeling a threat to their employment if they did not perform as required. Neilsen and Harder
(2013) reported that instructor behavior perceived of as intimidating or unsupportive is one
factor that increases learner anxiety. The result can be the opposite of intended effect as learners
shut down and are unable to cognitively function.
It is possible to speculate on impacts of anxiety on learner confidence and self -efficacy
as external variables in the TAM (Figure 1) We know the social psychology behind the
Technology Acceptance Model informs us that self-efficacy is one component necessary for the
adoption of technology via perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989). It is not in the framework of the
TAM to connect self-efficacy to learner performance in classroom simulation training; however,
we can speculate the negative impact of anxiety may have on perceived ease of use of a
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technology. In my research, the OPB module was accepted because learners had belief in their
ability to complete the module and perceived outcome value from doing the module. The OPB
module and NRP instructors should work collectively to reduce learner anxiety in simulation
training for many reasons.
Findings from this research indicate that NRP instructor behavior can have serious, longlasting effects on learners. Organizations will need to consider instructor training that mitigates
risks to learner outcomes. Current FH NRP instructors have minimal ongoing training to support
their facilitation skills in simulation training environments. Instructor workshops typically
contain practice updates resulting from any newly emerged research and a re-assessment of
instructor skills and ability to complete formative and summative assessment of learners.
Research from McDermott (2016) indicated that 100% of certified healthcare simulation
instructors agreed that there is a need for administrators to support faculty development in
simulation pedagogy. Simulation instructors will need the knowledge of teaching and learning
practices to advocate for an optimal simulation training environment.
Psychological Safety.
My main research question and one sub-question centered around an understanding of the
effect of the OPB module on learner psychological safety. This was a theme that I was searching
for and so it will be described separately here in participant interview findings. Some participants
indicated changes in felt psychological safety after doing the OPB module and these seemed to
be unique to each learner. Participant 003 felt that “...mentioning the psychological safety is good
to bring it to the forefront of everybody’s mind...” They had described negative experiences
during previous NRP training classes, and they offered that the pre-briefing had changed their
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view of the NRP class. “instead of me thinking about or dreading going in, I was thinking okay,
this is going to be good...” This participant, who was themselves an experienced simulation
instructor, also felt that this changed their ability to learn when they stated “being unafraid, to
take the fear off, the extra stress off, it makes you more functional. You function better so you
can actually learn from it instead of being scared by it.” The connection between anxiety and
simulation learner performance was discussed earlier in Theme 3.
Participant 004, who was going through NRP training for the first time, seemed to agree
with current literature when they connected components of the online pre-briefing that helped
their preparation as also helpful in feeling safe in the class stating:
...how did the pre-briefing help me feel safe in the class? Well the thought of having a
little knowledge going in and then having an agenda, knowing what to expect in the
course and it also kind of broke down what you needed to do to be successful.
While Participant 004 who had never taken an NRP course before expressed that the online prebriefing supported them to not “..feel silly asking questions”, Participant 005 with eight years of
experience in maternity and perinatal care stated that they “ think that it just helped to remind me
that this is a safe environment to make mistakes.” Participant 006 confirmed the importance of
supporting the psychological safety of learners at all levels when they stated “...not everyone is
part of the simulation team, not everyone has been for 20 years and feels they can speak up in
any situation”. Participant 007 agreed that perhaps certain NRP learners would benefit more
when they said:
Psychological safety, well I’m well versed in it. I don’t think [the online pre-briefing]
impacted me significantly. I think I was more aware of it but I don’t think I was
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completely affected. If I was a new grad, I think [the online pre-briefing] would have
been more effective.
It is important to note that two participants felt that the OPB module did not affect their felt sense
of psychological safety whatsoever as they had no concerns with making mistakes and sharing
their ideas in the training environment. This appeared to be due to their strong confidence in
their NRP knowledge and abilities and their self-efficacy. These participants were often those
that worked in NICU regularly or were themselves simulation instructors or facilitators. The
recommendation for addressing learner-specific needs of both novice and expert learners is
addressed further in Chapter 5.
Analysis of Psychological Safety in Simulation Training.
Linking back to the main research question, one of my key interests in this research was
to determine learners’ perceptions of using an OPB module to establish feelings of psychological
safety. Participants’ thoughts on this topic seemed dependent upon various elements of their
individual contexts. Improved sense of psychological safety after completing the OPB module
occurred for some, but not all participants, and was irrespective of their years of work
experience. In some cases, this improved sense of safety may have been related to learner
anxiety levels and previous negative experiences in NRP training. The two participants with the
most and least years of work experience both described an impactful increase in psychological
safety after completing the OPB module when questioned about their perceived feeling of ability
to make mistakes and not feel judged. The OPB was designed to explicitly set the expectation for
a safe learning environment in the NRP in-person training day in alignment with known evidence
(Rudolph et al., 2014; INACSL, 2016c). The OPB module component of NRP training was
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designed independently of any change in FH NRP instructor knowledge or behavior, yet in some
cases, was described as supportive enough to shift participants’ perceived psychological safety
during in-person training.
Components of the OPB that were created in attempt to improve learner psychological
safety were informed by the work of Rudolph et al. (2014) and resulted in; establishing a
fictional contract, declaring a commitment to learner psychological safety, using a positive tone,
and setting clear boundaries, goals, and expectations to build trust through clarity. The creation
of safe learning spaces was a key recommended component of a pre-briefing as supported by
numerous authors in Figure 2 (Appendix A). There is potential that the OPB module supported
the presentation of key simulation information more comprehensively and consistently than the
current FH NRP instructors.
It is known from previous research that a strong pre-briefing can create learning
opportunities, support changes in clinical practice through development of new mental models,
and support learner resilience in stressful simulation training environments (Rudolph et al.,
2014). This research supports the ability of a simulation pre-briefing activity, delivered in an
online module format, to support foundational and enhanced learner psychological safety in the
hopes of deeper learning and behavior change. My research supports known evidence citing the
importance of creating psychologically safe learning environments in healthcare simulation
(Rudolph et al., 2014; Zigmont et al., 2011; Turner & Harder, 2018) and opens the conversation
for using educational technologies to create those environments. These educational technologies
need to be well-designed to optimize learner adoption and the TAM is an appropriate model to
support this work. Research participant interview data lends itself to begin discovery and
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understanding of the deep personal impacts of felt safety in simulation learning, and the
consequences of learning environments that are poorly designed or facilitated. The creation of an
OPB module via educational technology allows for inclusive design as an educational practice
for NRP simulation training, allowing the organization to meet learners at their individual level
of ability.
Findings Outside of Interviews
Other data sources from my research included observations of existing NRP
documentation and online forum discussions. This data was included in the study to support
research validity and reliability.
NRP existing documentation
The existing FH NRP documentation was reviewed through the lens of psychological
safety as a method of data triangulation. I reviewed these documents looking for tone, language
and content, and through the lens of the existing body of simulation training knowledge
supporting maximal learner preparation and understanding of expectations for the training day.
After review, I determined that there was no language found in any of the documents used in the
existing NRP training process that limited the creation of a psychologically safe learning
environment; however, the tone of the Confidentiality Agreement was consequential rather than
constructive. The agreement requested that learners maintain the strictest of confidentiality
regarding both their own performance as well as the performance of others during the in-class
training day and explained that the purpose of confidentiality is to protect the character of others
and to maintain the secrecy of the simulation scenario scripts. The agreement does not speak to
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the positive benefits of maintaining confidentiality reported by some participants in this research,
such as feeling supported to take risks and make mistakes in the training day.
Online forum discussions
Another component of my data triangulation was the review of online forum discussions
in the OPB module. As mentioned, forum discussion posts were minimal with participants only
replying to my initial prompts. Participant posts recounted their previous NRP experiences and
reflections about past trainings or speculations if they were new to NRP training. There was no
dialogue between participants in the forums. Forum posts allowed me to observe participants’
ideas and thoughts about confidentiality agreements, psychological safety, and fiction contracts
and check these against interview data. The most challenging aspect was trying to get
participants to engage in online discussion. As participants revealed in this study, forums are
variably received as a learning activity depending upon the learner.
Summary of Findings and Analysis
My research process resulted in a significant amount of qualitative data and a variety of
themes evolving from participant interviews. The main research question asked was, What are
the learner’s perceptions of using an online pre-briefing for healthcare simulation training to
establish psychological safety in the training environment? The themes indicated an overall
benefit to the adoption of the online pre-briefing module as presented in the NRP training
process, along with connections to improved sense of learner preparation. The OPB module as
designed and delivered was readily adopted as easy to use and useful by participants, who
provided valuable feedback on any perceived benefit to psychological safety and offered
suggested edits to further increase the value of the module in the NRP training process.
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There was strong agreement of all participants regarding the importance of the
confidentiality agreement in the simulation training learning process, and an appreciation for the
added time to thoroughly review this document in the OPB module. Participants described some
intense anxieties related to past NRP training along with some powerful negative experiences
which, in a few cases were reduced by the process of completing the OPB module. Research
findings support the development of two OPB module levels for NRP training; one for novice
and another for experts. An advanced version of the OPB module may support continued learner
engagement and advanced practice development despite biennial retraining.
My research findings revealed the potential for strong negative emotions connected to
past simulation training experiences to be partially mitigated through completion of, and
engagement with, the OPB module or at least result in a more positive training experience.
Participants felt that the online pre-briefing served a benefit to either their own psychological
safety in the NRP training environment, or that it could support the psychological safety of
others who were less experienced in NRP training, connecting to potential for improved learner
engagement and risk-taking in the in-person training day. These results support an outcome value
in the OPB module learning activity, supporting perceived usefulness which can improve learner
adoption. These findings support Rudolph et al.’s (2014) research exposing safe learning spaces
as being crucial for increased risk-taking behavior, allowing learners to push to the edge of their
knowledge, and optimizing clinical professional development. As a result of this research we
know that it is possible to design an online module capable of supporting learners in numerous
ways to improve their NRP training experience and the TAM supports an understanding of the
learning design and content required to improve learner adoption.
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Given the positive benefits of an online pre-briefing module as described by the research
participants, it is important to note the work of Page-Cutrara and Turk (2016) in their research on
the impacts of pre-briefing on learner competency, performance, clinical judgement, and
experience in simulation training. The authors’ quantitative study found that although a prebriefing can have positive benefits on clinical judgement and competency performance, student’s
perceived experience of a pre-briefing did not necessarily correlate to learner outcomes. For this
reason, it is important to employ comprehensive and rigorous approaches to future research on
the use of an online pre-briefing module in the FH NRP training program.
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Chapter Five: Recommendations
This focus of this chapter will be to offer recommendations supported by my findings and
the current literature. I will begin by presenting an overview of my recommendations and
introducing a new model to guide the design and delivery of an online pre-briefing module for
simulation training. Then I will outline recommendations regarding the online pre-briefing
module design and content. I will then discuss recommendations for NRP instructor training and
outline how to leverage the benefits of an online pre-briefing.
Recommendations
Several recommendations have resulted from my analysis of the research findings and I
will describe these as potential actionable items here for NRP program administrator
consideration. Figure 9 shows my recommendations regarding the design, content and tone of an
OPB module to supports optimal design, development and delivery. My model exhibits the
foundational need for creation of safe learning spaces as successively supported by instructor
facilitation. Safe learning spaces are necessary for learner psychological safety in the in-person
simulation training and can reduce unnecessary learner anxiety while improving learner
engagement and risk-taking. The design of the OPB module impacted perceived ease of use
while content and tone impact perceived usefulness. Instructor training and facilitation on the inperson training day contributes to overall tone and content delivery. NRP program administrators
can use this model to create an OPB module that will be adoptable and supportive of positive
learner experiences.
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Figure 9. Recommended Components of an Online Pre-briefing Module. Creation of a safe
learning space is done jointly via the OPB module design, content and tone while supported by
instructors in their facilitation approaches. Design of the OPB module influences perceived ease
of use, while OPB module content and tone impact perceived usefulness. All components have
potential effect on learner adoption of the educational technology.

Online Pre-briefing Module Design
I recommend using a familiar Learning Management System (LMS) to deliver an OPB
module, with content that is concise and visual to support NRP learner engagement and
completion of the activities. Learning design should support learners to be able to easily move
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through course content, interact with the resources, and re-connect to online discussions to
improve learner engagement and adoption of the educational technology activity. Technical and
content adjustments recommended by participants in the findings section should be considered to
improve learner reception and adoption of the OPB module and improve learner knowledge of
NRP practices. Online discussions should be hosted in the familiar LMS environment if possible,
to improve ease of use and learner adoption of the online learning activity. It is key to remember
that the design of the OPB module impacts the perceived ease of use as informed by the TAM
(Davis, 1985). Learner adoption infers that the technology presented to learners was capable of
supporting the task required and did not increase the difficulty in preparing for the in-person
training day.
Online Pre-briefing Module Content
OPB module content must provide the maximum support possible in terms of
communicating clear goals and expectations to the learners. NRP programs should use blended
learning methods to enable learners with access to all evaluation rubrics and create a clear
picture of expectations in the simulation learning environment before learners are in the
simulation training classroom. OPB module content should incorporate various pedagogically informed approaches such as interactivity, and possibly discussion forums to allow reflection on
previous NRP experiences to help learners to connect the creation of a safe learning space with
the potential for improved performance. This connection can increase learner engagement with
the in-person training activities, improving learning experience and outcomes.
NRP programs should provide an OPB module for all learners but consider two different
levels; one targeted to novice learners and another targeted to expert NRP providers. Each course
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level should include content that challenges learners in their ways of thinking about simulation
training and infant resuscitation. Value of the OPB module content across all learner contexts
may support module adoption as offered by the TAM (Davis, 1985) as learners align their selfefficacy regarding OPB completion with their understanding of potential outcome benefits. If
learners feel that they are capable of completing the OPB module and value the outcome, they
are likely to adopt the educational technology, perceiving it as useful in their education and job
performance (Davis, 1985).
Online Pre-briefing Tone
The OPB module content and in-class training should be positive and encouraging in
language and tone. Participants in this research were clear on their past negative experiences
where instructor tone was discouraging, negative or threatening. These facilitative styles caused
learner anxiety, disengagement and reduced learning opportunities; experiences that were
consistent with the current simulation research. I recommend using a positive tone in the OPB
module and continuing this through to the in-person training day via instructor behavior. Overall
messaging during simulation training should encourage learners to take risks and feel safe to
make mistakes.
NRP Instructor Training, Facilitation and Attributes
This research revealed findings about the potential impacts of NRP instructor behavior on
learners. Any new NRP instructor training should include reflections on the potential impacts of
instructor conduct on learners, resulting behaviors, and learning outcomes. NRP instructors
should be encouraged to place a strong emphasis on the creation of confidential and safe learning
spaces while remaining positive, friendly, and supportive in their simulation orientation and
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training. The content in an OPB module can serve to strengthen NRP instructor approaches to
setting up psychological safety via review of the confidentiality agreement, setting expectations,
and setting the expectation for a learning environment in which learners can feel safe to make
mistakes and take risks; however, if either the preparation phase of simulation or the in-class
phase do not uphold that psychological safety, the effect is lessened throughout the training.
Instructors should supplement an OPB module by following behaviors and exhibiting attributes
outlined in INACSL’s (2016c) simulation facilitation standards of practice and Turner and
Harder’s (2018) concept analysis. INACSL (2016c) recommends continuing education and
regular assessment of facilitation skills to support effective simulation facilitation practices and
FH may benefit from strengthening this standard. NRP instructors should model accessibility,
approachability, and inclusivity, while empowering and encouraging their learners. Clear goals
and expectations build trust through transparency, while declaring a safe and confidential space
to make mistakes encourages learner risk-taking to push the boundaries of their knowledge.
Create Safe Learning Spaces
NRP programs should make all attempts to reduce anxiety, support optimal learner
preparation and understanding of the expectations in NRP training, create psychologically safe
learning environments and build learner resilience in simulation training. The OPB module can
be used to support anxiety reduction through improved learner preparation and understanding of
expectations for the in-person training day. An OPB module activities should support reflection
on individual and team simulation training experiences. The messaging of the OPB module and
the instructors should mirror each other, encouraging learners to make mistakes and take risks to
improve their clinical knowledge and skills while training in simulation training classes.
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Summary
My recommendations align with current literature supporting the importance of creating
safe learning spaces in healthcare simulation training, yet they extend further to show the
potential benefits of using educational technologies to further support the creation of those
learning environments. Careful consideration of OPB module design, content and tone are
required to optimize learner adoption and engagement, while the approach of instructor
facilitation also requires careful attention and guidance. Development of these simulation
training components can be supported by using the TAM to call attention to ease of use and
perceived usefulness ensuring good learner adoption of the educational technology. An OPB may
be able to set the stage for psychological safety in simulation training; however, instructors need
to uphold and continue the messaging throughout the NRP training and simulation process.
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Chapter Six: Research Implications and Future Research Recommendations
This purpose of this section is to describe any implementation processes for my
recommendations from the previous chapter. I will also indicate the impact my research has on
the current body of knowledge on the topic of simulation pre-briefing. I will then explore
potential areas for future research as they emerged from either my review of current literature or
the analysis of my research findings. I will end the chapter with an overall conclusion for the
research.
Implementation Processes
FH simulation instructors have mentioned that the NRP program is seeking to make
improvements based on learner feedback (Ewert, L. personal communication, September 6,
2019). Since the NRP Program in B.C. is designed and deployed by Perinatal Services B.C.,
research findings will be shared with the Program Coordinator for PSBC as well as the FH NRP
Coordinator and Director. In order to adhere to my recommendations, FH will require the
dedication of resources from the eLearning team to make the OPB module design changes as
recommended by the research participants and then deploy the module as an ongoing component
of NRP blended learning training. These changes will require minimal time at an estimated eight
hours to add navigation instructions, remove the Padlet link, and embed a video to demonstrate a
well-done infant resuscitation. The work could be supported by the FH eLearning team.
The recommended review of instructor training and assessment could occur as soon as
the next instructor training day is held. During this training refresh and update, my research
findings could be presented and discussed with the group. At that time, discussion could occur on
whether or not the organization chooses to develop their assessment of facilitators or support
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online learner reflective discussions in the OPB module Moodle discussion forums. These
reflective online discussions could be facilitated by instructors on a rotational basis as a part of
the NRP instructor role.
The timing of this research is pivotal, as the COVID-19 pandemic has moved
considerable healthcare learning and work modalities online. Understanding how to design and
develop online learning has become vital and Davis’ (1985) Technology Acceptance Model is
capable of supporting technology adoption frameworks. Organizational change management
strategies will require models like the Technology Acceptance Model to support widespread
learner adoption of online learning.
Research Implications
Literature reviewed in my research demonstrated a clear need for maximization of learner
preparation and setting of clear goals and expectations in simulation training pre-briefing. If
organizations choose not to employ the use of an OPB module, they will need to, at minimum,
provide all evaluation rubrics and the confidentiality agreement to the learners in advance of the
NRP training day to support improved learner preparation and psychological safety. Simulation
programs not utilizing a structured, comprehensive, and consistent pre-briefing places learners at
risk for disengagement, increased anxiety, and reduced learning opportunities, with potential
negative impacts to patient care. By using a positive and encouraging tone in simulation training
preparation activities, along with consistently creating a safe learning space, NRP programs can
expect better learner engagement and risk-taking to explore the boundaries of their learning. It is
also worth considering that by choosing not to use online learning approaches to improve NRP
simulation pre-briefing, programs risk reliance on costly high-fidelity equipment to improve
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learning outcomes without supportive research evidence. Blended learning approaches are well
researched and capable of improving learner access to resources while also being supportive of
the higher order thinking and reflection necessary for clinical professional development.
Recommendations for Future Research
There were some intriguing implications for future research discovered through
interviews, and analysis. Existing literature revealed a wave of recent focus on the pre-briefing
phase of healthcare simulation training, yet there was an absence of consistent frames and
standardized language supporting the pre-briefing processes and activities. More research is
needed to clearly define the foundational components and best practices of the pre-briefing phase
in simulation training. My research brings to light the potential for using an online pre-briefing
module to improve the NRP training experience and further studies will be beneficial to help
explore the use of an OPB module on the learner experience. I recommend the planning of a
larger mixed methods research study on the use of an OPB module for NRP training, combining
qualitative interviews, learner-rated measured assessments on key learning objective and
intended outcomes of NRP training, and a training evaluation measurement. NRP training is
completed on a pass/fail basis and therefore there is no gradation system to quantify outcomes. I
recommend that FH support further research combining both quantitative and qualitative analysis
to strengthen the assessment of an online pre-briefing module to widen the understanding of the
impacts and possibilities of this teaching and learning modality on learners and subsequent
impacts on patient care quality.
My research supports existing literature documenting the need for establishing safe
learning environments in simulation training, particularly, the relationship between a strong
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sense of psychological safety in simulation training and the confidentiality agreement document
itself. It would be beneficial to further examine how learners may benefit from an increased time
to review the document, consider its purpose and its implications, as well as how this impacts
learners’ sense of psychological safety and their relationships to other classmates in the
simulation training.
There was evidence in this study that prompts further exploration of the impacts of an
OPB module on hierarchical relationships between trainees. Specifically, how those relationships
may be supported to extend psychological safety in simulation training when working cohesively
in an interdisciplinary team. It would also be valuable to improve the understanding of which
particular NRP learner profiles find the most benefit from an OPB module such as the one
presented in this study.
My research also added understanding to the current literature about the use of online
discussion forums for learners in a work-related, healthcare setting. Some participants were
willing and excited about the interactive and social learning presented by the online discussions;
however, others waved off the activity, preferring more transactional modes of learning such as
knowledge dissemination and translation within the OPB module content. Further examination of
the role of online discussion forums in healthcare simulation pre-briefing is needed. In order to
support the operational resources to facilitate these forums, the forum discussions and reflections
must first be proven beneficial to learner outcomes and/or patient use. The potential benefits of
online forum discussion should be outlined for learners to support their adoption of the activity if
NRP programs choose to utilize this learning activity.
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Existing literature supports the need for a certain amount of stress for simulation learning
to be effective (Neilsen & Harder, 2013); however, the optimal amount of stress is currently
unknown, nor is it known what amount of simulation learner retention occurs with any given
amount of stress. Gantt (2013) and Tyerman et al. (2016) both argued that the ‘sweet spot’ of
simulation anxiety that supports learner engagement, critical thinking and best practice is, as of
yet, unidentified in the literature. Optimal level of training stress that is supportive for learning in
simulation and mitigation strategies for learner anxiety in simulation training are areas for
potential future research.
Key questions for future research consideration:
•

What is the optimal pre-briefing framework, and which activities should be shifted to
occur before an in-person simulation training day?

•

How does an increased time to review and consider the confidentiality agreement impact
learners’ sense of psychological safety or relationships to other learners in the simulation
training?

•

How does an OPB module affect learner outcomes and behavior change in an NRP
simulation training program?

•

How does the use of online discussion forums in healthcare simulation pre-briefing
activities impact learner satisfaction, learner experience, and learning outcomes?

•

How does the use of a formative NRP Instructor/facilitator assessment tool used
exclusively for the pre-briefing phase of simulation training impact the learner experience
in FH NRP?

•

How does an OPB module effect hierarchical relationships in NRP simulation training?
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Which NRP learner profiles might gain the most benefit from an online pre-briefing
module such as the one presented in this study?

•

What is the optimal level of learner anxiety in healthcare simulation training and how can
online pre-briefing design help achieve this?

•

How does an OPB module support the presentation of key simulation pre-briefing
information as compared to a simulation instructor alone?

Conclusions
Leading healthcare employers would benefit from acknowledging the stressful and
complex psychosocial environment of simulation training, working steadily towards a training
process that maximizes learning potential for healthcare practitioners to the benefit of patient
care. Simulation learners bring unique contexts into the training environment, yet an inclusive,
levelled, and encompassing approach to the pre-briefing component of simulation training,
placed online, can have wide impacts, particularly if learning designers plan ahead to maximize
learner adoption. The TAM supports an understanding of requirements that underscore the
utilization and adoption of technology, with perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness
affecting learner attitudes and intentions toward the technology. This time-limited, qualitative
research study with a very small sample size indicates the potential for an online pre-briefing
module in NRP simulation training to have a strong and positive effect on learner experience and
learning behaviors. This research has demonstrated that the use of an online simulation prebriefing when held online in a familiar LMS, was received as an acceptable addition to the
established FH NRP training program, yet a study with a larger sample size would be more
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representative of the Fraser Health NRP learner population and their collective experiences. Key
design and content for the online educational activity were considered through the lens of the
Technology Acceptance Model, a helpful tool for improving adoption.
The OPB module had the potential to increase learner engagement and psychological
safety on the in-person training day, but this educational technology use requires further
exploration. Leveraging pedagogical approaches to pre-briefing design and using a familiar,
online delivery method, supported an improved NRP simulation educational experience, without
changing the operational costs of the program. The balance of useful instructional content,
learner interactivity, and increased workload must be finely weighed when training healthcare
providers to ensure adoption, completion, and perceived usefulness via perceived value. My
model for an OPB can be leveraged to create a pre-briefing resource for healthcare simulation
with some evidence to support learner adoption. An online pre-briefing may support a more
consistent and comprehensive approach to the creation of psychologically safe learning
environment in the current FH NRP simulation training course.
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Figure 2. Recommended Pre-briefing Components from the Literature Review. Research
supports these steps improving learning success in simulation training in healthcare contexts.
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Figure 4. Canadian Pediatric Society NRP Integrated Skills Station Assessment (ISSA) form:
Basic and Advanced Skills. This rubric is designed for facilitators of NRP to use during their
assessment of NRP learners and was placed into the OPB module for learner review. Copyright
(2016) Canadian Pediatric Society. Used with permission from the Canadian Pediatric Society
(CPS)
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Figure 5.
Online pre-briefing module components:
1. Simulation Learning
a. Definition of key terms (e.g. pre-briefing, simulation, NRP)
b. Description of ways that simulation is unique from other learning environments
c. Video to support types of learning in simulation environments (experiential, social,
collaborative, etc.)
d. Simulation learning goals
e. Description of experiential learning
f. Definition of psychological safety
2. Confidentiality Agreement
a. Purpose of confidentiality forms
b. Fraser Health Confidentiality Agreement form
c. Discussion forum: How does the confidentiality agreement change learner behavior
in simulation? How is the confidentiality agreement form reviewed in the in-person
class?
3. Training Day
a. Sample agenda
b. ISSA assessment rubric
c. MRSOPPA algorithm
d. UVC insertion guide
4. Fiction Contracts
a. What is a fiction contract?
b. Discussion forum: What is your experience with setting a fiction contact in
simulation training? How might this support your engagement in the scenarios?
5. Get Ready to Simulate
a. Training day success tips
i. Learner’s right to orientate to equipment to improve success
ii. Recognition of stressful and intense learning environment
b. Professional Integrity
c. Behaviors to expect in class (e.g. reflections, discussion, and active listening)

Figure 5. Components of the Online Pre-briefing Module that was used in this research. The
OPB was built in a Moodle learning management system (LMS). Module sections were built as
‘books’ with text and graphics. Embedded videos and graphics were used if possible, to improve
learner interactivity. Aim for time to completion was 20 minutes.
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Figure 8.
Summary of Interventions to Potentially Decrease Student Anxiety
Recommendations for Faculty
Orient students to the environment
Student suggestions
Use an agenda
Faculty should be supportive, friendly
Make roles authentic
Improve interactions with low-fidelity
Use small groups for novice students
manikins
Use prompts, cues as appropriate
Mentoring by more senior students
Maintain privacy
Adequate orientation to simulation roles
Introduce scenarios beforehand
Plan nursing care for scenario as a group
Review expectations, rules of conduct
Eliminate video recording and video review
Brief students on how to give feedback to
each other
Debrief immediately after the scenario
Allow sufficient time for simulation
Turn off monitor
Observe students remotely during evaluations
Obtain signed permission to video record
Assure security of video recording
Provide skill practice prior to simulation
Consider innovations such as learning
bundles for skill practice
Consider using simulation prior to first
clinical experiences
Introduce simulation early in curriculum

Figure 8. Neilsen and Harder’s (2013) Summary of interventions to potentially decrease student
anxiety. Reprinted from Clinical Simulation in Nursing 9(11), Nielsen, B., & Harder, N. Causes
of student anxiety during simulation: What the literature says. e507-e512. Copyright (2018), with
permission from Elsevier.
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Appendix B
Interview Script, Structured Questions, and Protocol

SCRIPT FOR INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS: DECEMBER 7, 2019
CHRISTY BOYCE, MALAT THESIS
Title - An online pre-briefing for a blended learning Neonatal Resuscitation Program simulation
training course: Learner perception and experience.
(Semi-structured format)
Script for the interview/focus group:
Hello, please let me introduce myself as Christy Boyce, the principal investigator for this research
study.
I’d like to thank you once again for being willing to participate in the [interview/focus group] portion
of my study. I would like to remind you that you were invited to participate in my research as your
NRP classes were scheduled in the months of January and February, 2020.
You have completed a consent form indicating that I have your permission to audio record our
conversation. Are you still ok with me recording our conversation today? ___Yes ___No
If Yes: Thank you. Please let me know if at any point you want me to turn off the recorder or keep
something you said off the record.
If No: Thank you for letting me know. I will only take notes of our conversation.
As I have mentioned to you before, my study seeks to understand how learners in the Fraser Health
Authority Neonatal Resuscitation Program courses are affected by the online pre-briefing course. In
particular, the study seeks to understand how the online pre-briefing affected the learners’ sense of
psychological safety in the training. For the purposes of this research, we will define a psychologically
safe environment as one where you feel safe to make mistakes and not feel judged; an environment
where you can share your ideas and feelings, and they will be received positively.
The aim of this research is to document the experiences learners have in the blended learning NRP
training (online and in-person) and understand how to improve the training environments to increase
participants’ sense of psychological safety.
Our interview [focus group] today will last approximately one hour [90 minutes] during which time I
will be asking you about your experience in taking part in the online pre-briefing course for the NRP
training program and how you think the course may be designed better. I’ll also be asking about how
you felt the course prepared you psychologically for the simulation training environment. You can
participate until we are finished or you may choose to leave at any time.
For interviews only: If you leave early, I will ask if you still want your data to be included in the
study. This is entirely up to you to decide. Since I am de-identifying the data sets, I have the ability to
include or exclude your information in the final research study. If you choose to leave early and/or
want your data withdrawn, it will be destroyed and left out of the research.
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For focus groups only: If you leave early and/or choose to withdraw from the study, I will be unable
to accurately remove your data from the transcripts with any accuracy.
Before we begin the interview, do you have any questions? [Discuss questions]
If any questions (or other questions) arise at any point in this study, you can feel free to ask them at
any time. I would be more than happy to answer your questions.
1. To get us started, can you please tell me about your background in healthcare?
For example: How many years have you worked in healthcare? How long have you
worked in neonatal care/maternity care? How many other NRP courses have you
taken before?
2. Can you please describe a typical NRP training process from working at home
online through to the in-person training day?
3. Can you please tell me about your previous experiences with NRP simulation
training?
4. Can you please describe how you felt the online NRP pre-briefing resources
prepared you for the training?
5. How did the use of an online pre-briefing for the NRP training course affect your
learning experience?
6. Can you describe how it felt to be able to interact with other learners before you
trained with them in-person?
7. Can you describe what makes a supportive NRP simulation training experience?
8. Can you describe what makes an NRP simulation training experience feel unsafe?
9. How do you think the online pre-briefing affected your sense of psychological
safety in the NRP training class? As a reminder, we will define a psychologically
safe environment as one where you feel safe to make mistakes and not feel
judged; an environment where you can share your ideas and feelings, and they
will be received positively.
10. How do you think the online pre-briefing course affected your behavior or
performance in the NRP training day?
11. Can you please tell me what things about the online pre-briefing course you liked?
Why did you like them?
12. What things in the online pre-briefing course would you remove? Why would you
remove them?
2
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13. What did I not include in the online pre-briefing course that you wish was there?
Why did you wish the activity had been included?
Before we conclude this interview, is there anything about your experience in this
NRP training class that you think influenced how safe you felt in your learning
environment?
Is there something about your experience in this NRP training class that you think
influenced how you engaged in your learning that we have not yet had a chance
to discuss?
I would like to thank you again for participating in this interview/ focus group.
As a reminder, the information collected via this [interview/focus group] will be de-identified
and summarized anonymously in the body of the final report. At no time will any specific
comments be attributed to you. All raw data will be kept strictly confidential. There will not be
a formal debriefing session after the interviews and focus groups have been completed, but you
are welcome to request an online link to the thesis.
Do you have any other questions or comments?
Would it be okay for me to contact you if I need any further clarification?
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